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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the present review is to show, that the additive quark model 
describes well not only the static features of hadrons but also the interac
tion processes at high energies. Considerations of the hadron-hadron and 
hadron-nucleus interactions and of th_ hadron production in multiparticle 
production processes suggest serious arguments in favour of the nucleus-like 
hadron structure and show the possibility to apply the rules of quark 
statistics to the description of the secondary particle production. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Цель настоящего обзора - доказательство того, что аддитивная кварковая 
модель хороню работает не только при описании статических свойств адронов, но 
и в случае процессов взаимодействия при высоких энергиях. Изучение адрон-ад-
ронных и адрон-ядерных взаимодействий, а также и рождения адронов во множест
венных процессах, дает серьезные аргументы в пользу гипотезы о кваэиядерной 
структуре адронов и о применимости правил кварковой статистики к описанию рож
дения вторичных частиц. 

KIVONAT 

Célunk megmutatni, hogy az additiv kvark-modell nemcsak a hadrónok szati-
kus tulajdonságait Írja le jól, hanem a nagyenergiás kölcsönhatásokat is. A 
hadron-hadron és hadron-mag kölcsönhatások, valamint a sokrészecske keltéses 
folyamatok tanulámányozása alátámasztja azokat a feltételezéseket, amelyek sze
rint a hadron atommag jellegű szerkezettel rendelkezik, az ezen alapuló kvark-
-statieztikai szabályok pedig jól alkalmazhatók a részecskekeltés leírására. 
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Introduction 

The present review consists of two parts. In the first one we discuss 
the quark model: the hypothesis of dressed quarks and hadrons which are 
built up of them, having a nucleus-like structure. The second part deals 
with the problem of describing the multiparticle production processes in the 
framework of the rules of quafk combinatories. 

The notion of quark [I ] appeared in the? early sixties as a mathematical 
expression of the SU(3) symmetry properties of the hadrons. Since then it 
had gone through a long way of evolution, being now the starting point of any 
serious attempt to create the theory of strong interact ions. 

Quarks as objects existina inside the hadrons were considered first in 
the constitutert quark models /see [2\ and several papers following it/. 
Further, it turned out, that in the framework of the quark model not only 
the hadron mass spectra can be obtained, but - using the impulse approxima
tion - hadron-hadron collision processes at high energies can also be 
handled. The investigation of hard processes /such as deep inelastic scatte
rings of electrons, muons and neutrino on nucleons, ц* ц" production with 
large effective masses in hadron collisions, e f e~ annihilations into 
hadrons/ led also to the quark structure of hadrons. The quantitative des 
cription of these processes on the basis of the parton hypothesis [3,4] 
required the introduction of point-like objerrts, the symmetry properties of 
which coincided with those of the constituent quarks. 

Nowadays physical theories in general, and the theory of strong inter
actions .'quantum chromodynamics/ in particular are constructed on the basis 
of non-abelian gauge theories. In QCD the phenomenon of asymptotic freedom 
provides the theoretical explanation of the parton model, and, on the other 
hand, ylvos a possibility to calculate the deviations from the latter one. 
There is a serious hope that in the framework of QCD one will be able to 
observu the; confinement of quarks. At the same time the increase of the 
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effective charge in the infrared region means, that at large distances one 
has to deal with all the problems connected with strong interactions. That 
is why we think that it is reasonable to describe soft processes, i.e. 
processes at large distances, in a different, semi-phenomenological way, 
which gives a good agreement with the experimental data and is based, to a 
certain extent, on the features of the exact theory. Such a point of view is 
quite frequent and at present there exl«t several attempts to realize it in 
fields where the perturbational approach of QCD is not applicable. First of 
all this concerns hadron spectroscopy, where the introduction of dressed 
/constituent/ quarks is a great success /see, e.q. (5-10]/. The considera
tion of relativistic or non-relativistic constitutent quark models with 
different types of potentials is here possible; the common features of theЯР 
models is the introduction of sufficiently massive quarks /e.g . M, M̂ ~3f>o M̂ v. 
M s/M d=l,5. The same masses lead to predictions for the baryon magnetic 
momenta [5,it, 12] and even for the magnetic momenta of radiative vector meson 
decays V-P+t [i3-151. 

Although there exist some deviations, in general the calculated values 
are in a convincing agreement with the observed experimntal values. The 
application of the additive quark mode1 to hadron collision processes is 
also quite successful [16-18 I. The additive quark model gives, in good agree
ment with experiment, the ratio of the total cross section in NN and nN 
scatterings as i, íNHWn, ,(nN) = 3/2 . The measurements of the total 
cross sections of strange hyperons { 19,20) lead to results fulfilling the 
predictions of the model with sufficient accuracy. Investigations of the 
elastic pp-scattering in the framework of the constituent quark model show 
that the observed minimum in ~ at lи--1,4 can be described by shadow 
effects connected with the double scatterings of quarks [?:-2)|. Note 
here, that the description of hadron collisions at high energies gives 
an additional information about the features of the additive quark model. 
The additivity in hadron collisions can be hardly understood without the 
assumption that the hadron;; have a quasi-nuclear structure /this we will 
try to explain in details in Part T/. Thr> hadrons havo to consist of 
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quarks in a similar way like nuclei consist of nucleons. The mesons contain 
two, the baryons three spatially separated dressed quarks respectively. The 
most beautiful arguments in favour of such a nucleus-like hadron structure 
are given by the Investigation of hadron-nucleus interactions (24-34] /see 
paragraph 5 cf Part I/. 

The additive quark model enables us to calculate the ratios of the 
multiplicities of the secondary particles in the central region (24,25,27] 
and the ratios of inclusive cross sections in the fragmertation region (28] 
in the nA and pA collisions without any parameters besices the quark-nucleon 
cross section -. ,(qN) : т о. , (NN) and the density of r'icleons in the 
nuclei. All the obtained relations are well satisfied by Mie experimental 
data. Especially good is the agreement between the calculated [28,33] value 
of В *S near x=2/3 /x=P/P„ / and the very accurate experimental data in pp*p ' ' ' max •* F 

this x region. All this definitely shows that we have here constituent 
quarks (35-37] which carry the whole momentum of the proton. /The quark-
par tons, as it is knowi from the deep inelastic interactions, carry only about 
one half of the proton momentum/. 

On the other hand, it is rather difficult to give an explanation for 
this additivity in the framework of bag models or models in which the 
hadron collision processes are connected with long-range color interactions. 

The quark model, having such undeniable success leads, however, to 
several results, which at the moment cannot be understood remaining in the 
framework of the model. The deviations between the experimentally observed 
values of the magnetic momenta of r. and = hyper on я and the predictions 
of the non-relativistic quark model are widely discussed [5,11,12,38]. 
These deviations are not large, but, if one takes them literally, then 
they lead to M s < м ц. Another example of discrepancies between theory 
and experiment is the observed deviation of the <xt t(pp)/» t o t(np) 
value from 3/2. This doviation is only about 10 %, but has the wrong 
sign from the point of view of the Glauber screening, which seems to 
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be quite natural for the impulse approximation, and which, besides, 
describes well the elastic diffractional cross-section at in 1-2 Gev . 
One can agree with the opinion expressed in [5] "Here is a subject full 
of mystery The mystery is why the non-relativistic quark model works 
so well, and sometimes, why it does not." 

Hence, the quark model which is based on the Introduction of consti
tuent /dressed/ quarks seems to correspond to a physical picture which 
is true as a whole. At the same time it is obvious, that the recent 
form of the quark model is not able to describe some Important details 
of this picture. To understand these "details" would mean to make an 
exceptionally important step towards the construction of the theory 
of soft processes. Because с J that one has to re-examine those questions 
in which discrepancies with the simple quark model are observed. Further, 
it would be necessary to try to extend the field of applicability of the 
quark nodal. The comparison with experiment could then give a possibility 
to understand some new aspects of this astonishing phenomenon - the 
success of the quark model in the description of the features of hadrons. 

Assuming a quasi-nuclear structure of hadrons, several problems arise. 
Indeed, one has to see how the picture of hadrons formed by quark-partons 
and gluons can be consistent with the existence of spatirlly separated 
dressed quarks inside the hadrons. It has to be understood if the 
introduction of relatively small quarks is not in contradiction with 
the quantum chromodynamical understanding of the nature of strong 
interactions. On the other hand, it is not clear whether QCD is in the 
state to explain the second, essentially smaller charasteristic size 
appearing besides the hadron radius /or the radius of confinement/; the 
radius of the constituent quark. Upto now several possible reasons to 
produce this second charasteristic size were discussed. Due to one 
idea the quark radius r follows from the existence of relatively heavy 
gluon bound states with the mass M

ai u ehall ' » 5~ ? GeV; in this cat,? the 
t-channel exchange of these states leads to г -i/м . ... i )9,40]. In 

3 П p. 1 'inba 1.1 
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paper |4i 1 it is assumed, that the sizes of dressed quarks are connected with 
the existence of Instantons in hadrons: Finally, it is possible, that massive, 
relatively heavy gluons correspond to that phase of quark-gluon matter in 
which dressed quarks exist. In this case rq~'^"niuon * Arguments in favour 
of massive gluons were discussed in [42]. 

For the time being our knowledge of quantum chromodynamical forces at 
large distances is not sufficient to come to any definite conclusions. 
However, the existence of spatially separated constituent quarks inside 
the hadrons can be reconciled with the parton picture assuming that a fast 
moving hadron is a system of three /or two/ spatially separated clouds of 
partons, each containing a valence quark, a sea of quark-antiquark pairs 
and gluons. Such a parton structure of hadrons was proposed in |3 5,36 |; 
in I U| parton clouds corresponding to the dressed constituent quarks 
are named valons. 

The hadronization processes of dressed quarks are due to soft inter
actions with small virtualities i.e. at small relative energies of the quarks. 
It is natural to suppose that such interactions are SU(6) w symmetrical. 
Taking into account this symmtery one comes to the rules of quark statistics 
for multiparticle production processes, which will be discussed in Part II. 
These rules, first proposed in [4),46 1 , deal with the last stage of the 
quark hadronization process, when the dressed quarks, joining each other, 
form hadrons. A possibility to make some conclusions about the relative 
^article production probabilities without the knowledge of the dynamics 
of the process is based on the fact that hadrons are produced via binding 
quarks with small relative momenta. Low-energy interactions of the 
dressed quarks are independent of their quantum numbers like spin or lso-
spin. This means that there are no short correlations of these quantum 
numbers in quark distributions in the multtperipheral ladders /or jets/. 
Hence, the probability to find a group of quarks in a state with definite 
quantum numbers in a short rapidity interval is proportional to the 
statistical weight of the state. It was assumed in [43,44) , that the 
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hadronisatlon process is a soft one, thus the probability of hadron produc
tion is proportional to the probability to find the corresponding quark 
state in the jet i.e. to the sane statistical weight. 

The coaparison with experiment which is carried out in Part II. for 
hard processes as well as for hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus scatterinq 
processes demonstrates. that the rules of quark statistics lead to quite qo^d 
quantitative results, describing in different x regions succesfully the 
content of secondary particles for e e~ annihilation, lepton-hadron, 
hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions. 
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1. Tb« quark modelt dreased quarks, quark structure of 

1. Haematic mnmsata of hadro— and the radiative vector 

Historically the first serious success of the quasi-macl 
of hadrons was the calculation of baryoa magnetic momenta In the fr< 
work of this model. 

I, that the magnetic momentum of the dressed quark la equal to 
tbe usual Dlrac value, and that the nasse« of both the dressed ц- and d-
quarks axe simply 1/3 of the proton uess «^ « шл « -|m while •„'•»*'-*• 
the non-relativistlc approach leads to the following valt 

Particle Quark nodal prediction U~j) [21 

n 

. о 

3 

- 2 

- l * C » --0.*7 

* * • 
2 . M 

-.+ - - 1 , 1 ! 

-2*jK « - 1 . 5 * 

- . * - - 0 , 5 » 

2.7» 

A -l*C « -0.*7 -0,*7±0,0* 
E* 3~C = 2,M 2.33ÍO.I3 
f -l-U - 1,1 • -|,4в±0.37 

-I.24Í0.0I 
-0.75tO.06 

Table I. Magnetic momenta of baryons (зД „ ) 

The Magnetic momen«.-jm of the л-hyperon determines l, the mass ratio 
of the dressed non-strange and strange quarks. The value t*j corresponds 
to •,-«,, - 150 neV . The latter is a rather fundamental quantity for 
both the quark model and the quark theory based on QCD. 

As it is seen from Table I, the agreement between theory and experi
ment is not b»'. the deviation is not more than 20-25%. However, if one 
intends todescribe the measured values of magnetic momenta literally with 
th* help of the quark mode), the results will be distressing. For example. 

http://-0.75tO.06
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the good experimental values of 5 and 5 momenta allow to calculate the 
masses of m and m 8 and we get an absurd result: m > ",. • 

The discrepancies between the experimental data and the predictions 
of the quark model are nowadays widely discussed. There exist many different 
interpretations of these discrepancies and rather different opinions on th*> 
status of the quark model. 

The same mentioned magnetic momentum values of quarks give a possibility 
to calculate the widths of the radiative decays of vector mesons r(V-P>>). 

Decay Quark model prediction [13-15] Measured 

о u*rt T 34,6 28,1*1 ,6 

Р-пт 11,0 8,2+0,4 

р°*ПТ 8.* 7,2*0,9 
{ 8 , 9+0,9 

ф-ЛТ I5,5( l-e)»IO,4 8,3ÍO,6 
К * + - К Л 8,4( l-̂ jr 1«7,0 6.3ÍI.3 
K*°-K°7 I 6 . * ( I --Jt) - I 3 . 7 8,7Í2,0 

Table 2. Values of v'rTv̂ P+TT for vector meson decays (KeV ' } 

The agreement between experiment and predictions i s of the same accuracy 

l ike in Table I./The values of •r(V-P+t) are proportional to the quark 

magnetic momenta. We demonstrate these quanti t ies to have a convenient 

opportunity for comparing the deviations of the quark model predictions 

from the experimental data in these c a s e s . / 

I t i s an,impressive fact , that the quark magnetic momenta are the same 

in mesons and baryons, which shows, that the dressed quarks appear in the 

One can find a detailed discussion of the data on radiative decay» of vector mesons 
in Rpf. [45]. The two values of *т('1°"*пт) correspond to two solutions of Ref. |46 ] . 
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hadrons as some sufficiently independent objects - quasiparticles. 

2. Hadron masses 

In the framework of the non-relativistic quark model the best descrip
tion for the mass splitting of light hadrons is given by a potential which 
was suggested by de Rujula, Georgi and Glashow 1471 . Assuming the dominance 
of the short distance single gluon exchange, they obtained an effective 
potential for the interaction of two quarks in baryons °r mesons with the 
orbital momentum L=0: 

4a 
'Breit L"0 <v.„í4>,.„- -Í-T*) Г Й Ж , , < 0 > " Ü) 

where *(o) is the wave function of the quarks, and Mi and "j- their masses 
and spins. Such an interaction leads to the following mass formula for the 
baryons belonging to the 56-plet: 

* - ? Mi + c*?. S x (2) 
i ij i j 

Here c*is a phenomenological parameter. The mass values are given in Table 3 
The quark masses are 

Particle Ma** in the quark model Observed ease 
(Mu-Md-360«ev, b-j^OMev, 5-7) { m v ) 

N ЗМ-ЗЪ - 930 938 
Л ' 3M*3b - Í230 * 1232 
Г. (2+-рГг)М-Ь(Э-40 - 1178 1189 
Л (2*-j-37>M-3b -1110 1115 

E* (2*-pg , M* b ( 3 - 2*> * , 3 7 7 , 3 8 5 

5 ( l+-p2-)M-b(l-e)(3*C) - 1329 1320 
- ( l+î j)M-b{ l-OO-e) « 1529 1530 
Q ft* 3 ^ ) , - .675 1672 

Table 3. Masses of baryons of the 56-plet 
The quark masses are in Table 3. somewhat larger, than in Tables 1 % 2 
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but th« difference is not serious. The Interaction (l) allows to calculate 
th« ratio for the mass splitting of vector mesons and pseudoscalar mesons 
respectivelyt 

•p- »„ (3) 0,67 

Th« experiment gives here 0,65. This agreement is quite astonishing since 
from the point of view th« quark model there have to be noticeable relati
vist ic effects for the n and even for the К-mesons. Still, the non-rela-
tivistic approach leads to a proper result. 

In the framework of the quark model there are now rather detailed 
investigations of the mass formulae for the baryons of the P-wave 70-plet 
[49,49] . It turned out. that short-range interactions like ()) explain 
the mass splitting quite well in this case also. The fact, that the short 

3.5. 
range interaction between quarks E м M

J б(г--г-) works so well, serves 
ij Mi Mj J 

for us as an argument in favour of the quasi-nuclear hadron structure. 

3. Hadron scattering at high energies. The Impulse approximation. 

Let us remind the well-known arguments supporting the impulse approxi
mation in hadron collision processes at high energies. Comparing theoretical 
predictions with the experimental data, it turned out, that the processes 

ir * = r i >тг N}==q| p=ftN 

Fig. 1 
described sufficiently well the ratio of the total cross sections in NN and 
nN scattering [ 16, i 7 ] 

« t o t ( I W ) 3 
o t o t ( n N ) 2 (Í») 
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as well as the decrease of the elastic pp-cross-section with the increase 
of the momentum transfer [181: 

^ P i ^ - •• q qCt>«r$(t) 

m ( 5 ) 

dt 

vhrre F (t.) and F ( t ) are form-factors of the proton and the pion 
|l П 

ronpectIvely, while a (t) is the amplitude of the quark-quark scattering. 
/Tim '-nrrqies are considered to be large enough, the Pomeranchuk theorem 
lor |>i.>rkn le fulfilled: я (f.) = я -(t.)/. 

The? experimental situation for the ratio (4) is shown on Fig. 2.: the 
prediction is fulfilled with Ihn accuracy of 10-15%. 

R 

W 
1.1 
КО ...JL. ,1_>I. I..1.J * . M L — - .». . .1.1 I * J ill ^. f) - .if 

IS 50 Ю0 500 1000 Г UcV/c 

rl'_>. 2. The experimental status of the relation 
R- í вtot (» > p )* , 1tot <» ;^ , ,•"tol> n , 4 oto^. ( p n ) 1 / з I otot ( п* p ,* 0tot í n" I > )" , 

/Experimental data from natavla and Serpukhov/. 
In the approach, when one assumes that the dressed quarks are essen-

Itrilly smaller than the hadrons, the t dependence of a.(t) in (S) can be 

neglected. In this case the whole t-dependence of •£ has to be determined 

by ».lie form-factors of the colliding particles. At moderately high energies 

1'• ,„,.'-' I" - 20 GeV/c)the doprndence 

' I , . ; F — - г - р ( ° (6) 

is in fact observed. At the available at present high energies the inter
action amplitude of the strange quark differs quite noticeably from the 
Interaction amplitude«; of поп-ш г,mg<r> -quarks. This leads to the relations 
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In a recent experiment /at 135 GeV/c/(|4| these cross-sections were 
found to be equal 

«J -a,.- - 4,3 + 0,3 r.n . и -о = 9,1+0,3 mb pp L p - i РГ r-p -

for a proton target (N=p) ; for a neutron target (N=n) the result was 

о -a,.- = 5,6+0,4 mb о -a-- = 9,2+0,5 mb pn L n ' - ' ; pn - n ' - ' 

We consider such an agreement as quite satisfactory. 

Accepting the hadron picture with two radii, we assume, that hadrons are 
similar to light nuclei: the meson, consisting of a quark and an antiquark 
sufficiently far from each other reminds the deuteron while the baryon 
contains three constituent quarks in the same way as H, or He, is build up. 
The constituent quarks are surrounded by their "coat" of virtual particles. 
The radius of this "coat" is in fact the radius of the constituent quark. 
The mean distances between the constituent quarks determine the size of the 

hadron (22, 35, 50]. 

The radius of the constituent quark can be estimated from the total 
hadron-hadron cross-section, which, as it follows from Fig. 1., can be 
expressed in terms of the total quark-quark cross-section. At moderately 
high energies o. +(qq)--io, (дЫ)з4,5тЬ .Assuming, that the total quark-quark 
cross-section is determined by the geometrical sizes of the colliding 
quarks 

»tot 1« 1 '-' 2" ( 2 r q ) Z ' (fc) 

we obtain 

r q , 0,5 GeV-* ( 8 b ) 

Another way of estimating the radius of the constituent, quark is 
connected with the consideration of elastic hadron-hadron cross-sect ions. 
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Accepting the Regge parametrization of the quark-quark scattering amplitude, 
we have 

,a (t)l* - A - e ^ t In f (9) 
qq s 0 

where A and s Q are some constants, a' is the slope of the Pomeranchuk 
trajectory. 

From the point of view of the quark model the quantity a* in | 
characterizes the sizes of the colliding quarks. If we assume, that u. g(t)i J 

4 determines the quark sizes /see (5) /in the same way as F (t) determines 
the sizes of the colliding protons, we can give the following estimation 
for the quark radius (In- z •) 

о 
r« - 3«'p = 0,45 GeV» Q Q , , 

Having R» ~ |7 GeV~a, we get 

rq / Rp = To (10b) 

In the framework of the Regge-parametrization of the amplitudes one can 
try in the elastic cross-sections to separate experimentally the exponen
tial t-dependence of a (t.) from the power dependence of the form factors 
and thus give an estimation for r2 /estimates of this type were suggested 
in ! 51 ] /. The measurements gave for —М1Ш and np-np the 

d t dt 
values |52] 

-i/oJ .. I_ _ !_ 
V h "О 20 (Ц) 

The estimates given by hard processes /see e.g. [37] / lead to somewhat 
smaller values 

•a/Ra- -r„/R - < Q 2 ) 

Although Hi« i /R values obtained by different estimations are not equal, 
•jll thp,r it ive i R*. This is a very important result from the point of 
" k?w ot tli<- considered hadron structure. 

I 
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The quasi-nuclear structure of hadrons implies I lie existente of som« 
corrections to the impulse approach whic.i are due to shadow effects. Th«> 
analysis of the pp • pp reaction taking into account repentod collisions 
of quarks attracted attention long ago /see e.g.I 21- П land rei<uences ll<*f<vl 
in these papers/. 

Fig. 3. shows -rr( pp*pp) as a function of t at TSR energies. The pre
sented curve corresponds to the behaviour of the elastic cross-section in
cluding repeated collisions of quarks belonging to the nucleons|:\\. The 
arrow II. points to the position where a second minimum could occur, it к 

absence is connected, due to I 23 |, with the largeness of the real part at 
III J OeVa. 

Although the application of the constituent quark model in the w«ilon 
H I r>. I GeV is an obvious success» the description of the hadron sen M m In-
process with the help of repeated quark collisions gives no real satinf.-ic-

12 dt tion: so far the behaviour of irr in pp-sea tie ring cannot be described In 
the whole t region, for both small and large t values at the same time /thin 
was pointed out, for example, in [54]/. The usual shadow corrections i|lve 
a larger contribution to the amplitude of the pp-scattering thf.n to thn' of 
the pp-scattering: in the pp-interaction there are more ponnlbll Itlos f<ti
the screening, than in np , since in a proton there are motu quntkn than in 

—' 111, (лЛ,г 

do, Fig.3. Experimental value« of ^(pp'pp) at •7«r>1 GeV [53] and calculated 
curve in the framework of the constituent quark model [23]. 
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a pion. Hence the diagrams with repeated quark collisions have to lead to 
-—-/•-•; < ^ - The experimental situation is the opposite: 
t. о t 

f. i(pp)/°f„(fnp) - l» 6 0 - '» 6 5 / s e e Fig.2./. From investigations of the 
shadow effects on deuteron we know, of course, that in composite systems 
at high energies antishadow screening effects are also possible [35,56]. 
These effects take they origin from inelastic screening processes. However, 
from the same analysis it is known, that in deuteron the contribution of 
the inelastic screening is less than of the elastic on«. It is an open 
question,whether in hadrons the antishadow effects due to inelastic 
screening can surpass the elastic effects. On the other hand, from inves
tigations of hadron-nucleus collisions one can come to definite conclusions 
about the existence of repeated quark scatterings/interactions/ when fast 
hadrons collide with the target /see paragraph 6 of Part I./ 

4. The structure of multipartide production processes at high energies 

Let us think it over, what the picture of multiparticle production 
looks like assuming the quasi-nuclear hadron structure. As we have men
tioned in the Introduction, the quasi-nuclear structure means that the 
quarU-gluon matter forms some clusters inside the hadrons which we interpret 
as constituent /dressed/ quarks. Hence a fast hadron /for the sake of 
definiteness, a proton/ consists of three spatially separated clouds of 
partons: quark-partons and gluons (35, 36J. 

The transverse dimension of a cloud increases with the energy as 
\/á' inP/Po, p ~I0 GeV/c. Op to P« ioeGeV/c the radius of the constituent 
quark remains less than R., and, practically, the three /or in the case 
of a meson, two/ cloud* do not overlap and therefore we can use the 
quasi-nuclear hadron picture. 

Let us see first <?f all, how to describe the process of hadron 
production in e +e~ annihilation assuming the hadron structure with two 
characteristic sizen. The virtual r-quantum produces a pair of point-Ilk«? 
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partons /a quark-antiquark pair which in the c.n. system scatters in different 
directions/. One assumes here,that the energy vT of the e e~ pair is suffici
ently large. At small s when si -j , the virtual Yproduces with a high proba-

q 
bility a pair of constituent quarks instead of a quark-parton pair. That's 

6 о why the picture which we present is valid only at s » —a - f> GeV', 
q 

The quark-antiquark pair produces new partons /quarks and gluons/, which 
at sufficiently large distances become dressed quarks. The constituent 
/dressed/ quarks then, joining each other, form hadrons. A constituent quark 
and a constituent antiquark give a meson, three quarks - a baryon /see Fig.4/. 
The particles which are produced this way form two jets of hadrons flying in 
the opposite directions /if, of course, at the first stage hard gluons are 
not produced, which would then lead to a third jet/. 

S\S\S\'\ 

In another hard process which is connected with multiparticle production 
of hadrons, namely the deep inelastic scattering of leptons on nucleons, the 
virtual T"interacts with one of the quark-partons of the nucleon. This 
quark-parton flying in the direction of the т* gives rise to the formation 
of new quark-partons and gluons analogously to the case of e^e" annihiiation 
Again, these particles transform into dressed quarks. The difference is, that 
here in the beam going in the direction of the baryon remain two constituent: 
quarks of the incident nucleon which did not take part in the interaction, 
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i . e . quarks - spec ta to r s and the remains of the destroyed t h i r d quark / F i g . S / . 

1 
•» ' f н Щ | | | I lr.,m>«> 1)1, l í |<\ ( ) 

> h 
.»»ll lT.I r í i | .CH 

Fig . 5. 

In hadron-hadron collisions the hadron production is considered in a 
similar way. As we told already before, we assume the spectator mechanism 
as a natural consequence of the picture of spatially separated quarks. In 
inelastic hadron scattering at high energies in fact two dressed quarks 
collide: one constituent quark of the incident hadron and one of the target. 
The other constituents remain spectators. As a result of the collision.! many 
new quarks are produced, which afterwards join the quarks-spectators and 
form fast secondary hadrons, observe^ie in experiment. 

If the hadron consists of discrete dressed quarks, then inside a fast 
Ьлгуоп each of them has to carry about 1/3 of the total baryon momentum, 
while inside a meson - about half of the meson momentum. Consequently, 
multiparticle production p. —esses in hadron-hadron collisions can be di
vided into two energetically different regions: the central and the frag
mentation ones /I.,...aoá.JI. In Fig. 6/ 

\ i 

-—*-
EEr Г 
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The constituent quarks in the central region can be called analoqonsly 
to the sea quarks-partons, sea constituent quarks. They ivitiy a small 
tract ion of the incident momentum. Joining each other, they form I h» sjw.t rum 
of hadrons of the central region. 

The quark-spectators of the colliding particles (<i; , i • ни<1 |j, .)• in Hi .»,> 
join constituent quarks /or antiquarks/ of the sea forming the harhons in Hi<-
fragmentation region. The pair of quarks ч к and q' produced in t.hf central 
region after the interaction "remember" their origin and have to be r«*<iar«b>H 
as beloning to the fragmentation region. Further we will call tin«; '|iiarfc a 
"marked" quark. 

Consider now what processes are possible in the fragmentation reqton. 
/For the sake of simplicity we consider a baryon fragmentation proces:»/. Th<> 
marked quark <Jkcan join the spectators, forming a baryon state containing Hi" 
same quarks as the incident one /Fig.7.a£ If the collision of 4 j л • a n < l i,. 
is coherent, then the produced hadron B. .. is analogous to the initial staio 

1 ,p к 

/in the case of an incident proton that means p-p transition/. If the 
collision is not coherent, then the produced B*. state is some superposition 
of possible real hadrons /e.g. p-p, р-л etc./ 

The spectators Ч;»Ч; can join a sea quark, in this cő^e a baryon .>»tate 
B-. is formed /Fig. 7.b/. At the same time (^together with a sea autl<|uark 
form a meson state M^ . 

2 The baryon state B. j carries about -j of the momentum of the initial. 
hadron. The interacting quark <ik carries away x-i . The longitudinal momentum 
of the newly produced quark q k which comes from the central region after the 
interaction, can be estimated assuming that quarks produced In the central 
region distribute homogeneously in log x, i.e. their longitudinal momenta 
follow the geometrical progression law. This is the so called ladder regime 
which leads to a Rtgge-pole exchange in elastic scattering. If so, the 
fastest produced quark ha» n momentum equal to a half of the incoming quark 
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momentum, the next one 1/4 of it etc. That Means, that the шезоп state M. 
Is produced in the xso.15 region. 

If one spectator joins two sea quarks, a baryon state B-(x 3) is 
formed; the other spectator joining a sea antiquark fonts a meson state 
M.(jt~j) /Fig.7.c/ There is also a case when only meson states are 
produced /Fig. 7d/ in the region я > l/'J 

The meson fragmentation process can be considered in the same way. 
/Fig. 7 e-g/. 

5. The hypothesis of soft production of the dressed quarks. The diffraction 
dissociation. 

Until now we underlined the similarity between the structure of the 
ь>уь1ет of spatially separated quarks and the structure of light nuclei. 
There 1.4, however, a very serious difference between them, which is connected 
with the fundamental property of the quark systems; the phenomenon of quark 
<•• иfínement. This can be seen very distinctly in the hadron diffraction 
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dissociation processes.Let us compare in the following the diffraction 
dissociation of the deuteron and that of the meson. If a nucleon of the 
deuteron is elastically scattered on a target, three types of processes 
are possible /see Pig.8/. After the collision the nucleons might interact 
and form again a deuteron(*);they might interact and not from a deuteron П > 
and finally, they might not interact after the collision* <• > In the final 
state. 

Pig. 8. The process of diffraction dissociation of the 
deuteron at high energies It denotes the pomeron/. 

Pig. 9. The process of diffraction dissociation of Ihn im.-son 
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ff one of the constituent quarks of a meson is scattered /Fig. */, the 
qiiark-antiquark systea can for» in the final state either a ueson analogous 
Ю »he initial one, or an excited state И* /or a set of excited states/. 
Quarks, however, cannot dissociate into free particles. A few new quark-
antiquarfc pairs have to be produced and then the meson dissociates into 
several aesons. 

Fro* our point of view the process of diffraction dissociation is very 
{•portant for the understanding how new dressed quarks are produced. The 
diffraction dissociation process demonstrates that a relatively weak exci
tation of a two-quark systea leads to the production of a new quark-anti-
•juark pair /we will call this a "soft" production/. Obviously, soft produc
tion processes of new quarks have to take place also when in a multiparticle 
production process the clouds of dressed quarks are for<ed. At this stage 
the possible gaps in the rapidity distribution /which could appear at the 
parton stage of the process/ vanish, and new quarks are produced having 
suitable colors for the formation of white hadrons. In the process of soft 
production the characteristics of the /constituent/ "uark distribution in 
the contral region /such as the quark density on a rapidity interval, the 
correlation length etc./ have tc be determined by the interaction of the 
constituent quarks with each other at the last stage of formation of the 
quark jet /or ladder/. This assumption allows to understand the experimental 
inalogyiS7,S8[of the hadron distribution in the central region in the hard 
/e e~ annihilation/ and soft /hadron-hadron/ processes. At the sane time in 
other approaches which are based on the perturbative QCD such an analogy is 
considered to be quite accidental I*»9 I. Note here, that our point of view on 
the multiparticle production processes differs essentially from the starting 
point of the recombination model fc0-ft2j , in which the hadron product ion 
process is described as a process of quarks-partons joining each other. 
Usually it is considered as an argument in favour of the recombination model, 
1 hat the ratio of the valence quark structure functions of the proton 
!•.!•.•• anrl I'X») is the same as tho ratio of the charged pions in the frn\-

•.•••nbii jon region r»f profon cilli.'íions: >•! xi .i'vi •• / • . Wo 11» ink Lit 
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such a coincidence has to be rather accidental: the pion spectra are formed 
basically by resonance decays (p,w,A) and - due to the quark model - these 
resonances are on equal terms with the pions, being members of the same 
hadron multiplets. The necessity to consider the resonance decays is 
especially striking in reactions of the type np * nX (at x > 0,5 - 0,7), 
when the secondary pion does not contain valence quarks of the initial 
hadron, but it might be a decay product of resonances containing such 
quarks /e.g. P » f/. The same phenomenon has to be observed in baryon 
beams (for p-» кТ E *"~ etc.) 
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6. Hadron-nucleus interactions, as a test of the quasi-nuclear hadron structure 

There are processes, which allow to observe in a relatively pure way the 
consequences of the spectator mechanism, i.e. to prove the hypothesis which 
is the crucial one from the point of view of the hadron structure. These 
processes are the hadron-nucleus collisions at high energies. The nucleus 
plays here the role of a filter which enables us to select interaction 
processes with di-ferent numbers of quarks belonging to the initial hadron. 
The specific picture which appear here at high energies is not distorted by 
pure nuclear effects. This can be explained by the parton hypothesis: secon
daries need time to be formed [3,4). For fast particles this time increases 

with their momentum: т-^- That means, that the constituents go through the 
m 

nucleus before forming a secondary hadron, and, of course, they do not inter
act repeatedly with the nucleus. /For deuteron-nucleus interaction this was 
noticed in |63]/. 

As it was told already, in hadron-hadron collisions only one pair of 
constituent quarks takes part in the interaction /Fig.6/. In a collision 
with a heavy nucleus, however, while going through the nuclear matter, the 
other constituents of the incident hadron can also interact. In the case 
of a superheavy nucleus all the constituents of the projectile would interact 
so that all the three ot two quarto of an incident baryon or meson would 
break up. As a result, for example the multlciplity ratio of the secondaries 
in the central region for ПА and pA interactions would be ~ 2/3 [24]. 
For real nuclei (even for A - 200) a part of the constituent quarks still 
goes through a nucleus without interacting. The quarks which go through 
the nucleus without interaction determine the number of the fragmentational 
hadrons i.e. hadrons in the region of large x. 

Hence, in baryon-nucleus collisions three different processes are 
possible: one quark is interacting, two go through the nucleus; two quarks 
are interacting, one goes through the nucleus; and finally, all three 
quarks interact, in meson-nucleus interactions one or two quarks of the 
incident meson can take part in the interaction. (These processes are 
shown in Fig, 10). 
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1 
a./ 

Pig. 10. 

Accepting the hadron picture with spatially separated quarks we assume that 
constituent quarks Interact with the nuclear matter In an Independent way. 
The probability for a quark to Interact is calculated as a function of the 
nuclear matter density and the quark-nucleon cross section 

° i n e l ( * N ) = 3 0 i n e l < N N > - i 0 i n e l ( " N ) 

The probabilities of the processes can be written as 

nl 
(n-k)Iklo 

/ d * b e - ( n - k ) a i n e l ( * N ) T ( b ) [ . - e - ' i n e l ( * N ) T ( b ) ] k Q3) 
prod 
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where к is the number of the interacting quarks, and h is the incident 
hadron consisting of n quarks [28, 29]. 
The cross section 

V o d - ^bi,-e-*°inel< C l N ) T ( b )) <W> 

has the meaning of the inelastic hadron-nucleus cross-section with the 
production of at least one secondary hadron and is obtained from the 
condition 

n h 
k«l K 

The function T(b) is expressed in terms of the nuclear density 

T(b) * A J"dzp(b,z) . (15) 

For <?(r = \/ba+za), the Fermi parametrlzation, 

?(r) = _±2 , 4поГ (r) r»dr = 1 (16) 
l+exp[(r-C| )/cal 

is accepted. The c, and c a parameter» are taken from the data on eA 
scattering [64). 

The V p(A), vf(A) , vf(A) and ö ^ o d v a l u e e a r e shown in Figs. 11 
and 12. 
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Pig. 11 

The probability of absorbing a different number of incident quarks in hadron-
-nucleus interactions. The probabilities to absorb one, two or three quarks 
in a pA collision /a/. The quark absorption probabilities for "A (solid lines) 
and KA (dashed lines) interactions. 

«or 

чв« 
(0 too 

Pig. 12 

The Inelastic hadron-nucleus cross sections with the production of at least 
onp secondary hadron as functions of A. 
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One sees that for light nuclei the most important is the process of Fig. 10ai 

however even for Be the probability of the process of Fig. 10b, with two 
interacting quarks, is not small (~ 25*). For A>30, the probability of the 
process of Fig 10a with two spectators decreases roughly as A . For A>I00, 
the probabilities of all three processes are of the same order. As for the 
proton-nucleus cross section u* ^ in Fig. 12, it increases as А ' э for 
A>30, in full accordance with expectations. 

In the following we present the relative multiplicities of secondary 
particles in the central region. The multiplicities of secondariesn . and n^ In the 
pA and nA collisions can be expressed, using the formulae (13), in the form 

4 V k»J k a p A
 A 

prod (17) 

nA nA 
"(Г7) • ~ • Í K V ^ —r- ;d*b(l- p-°inel ( q N ) T ( b )) 

»P . prod 
qA n . . , к pA 4 qA k»l a" 

The ratio of the multiplicities in the meson-nucleus and nucleon-nucleus 
scattering does not depend on n _ and is equal to 

nA n Лу) 2о р* V?(A) • 2V2(A) p/ \ я nA' ж prod ш 

p A п р А ( у ) Зо^*_л V P(A) • 2V P(A) • 3V P(A) ™ prod i a % 

The multlciplitiee n . and n . might depend on the value of the rapidity 
of the corresponding secondaries. The comparison of the right-hand side 
of (18) with the experimental data is presented in Fig. 13. 

The calculated value of R(^r) is in agreement with experiment in 
the interval 1,5 < n < 3,5 for the nuclei C/A=12/ and Pb /A-207/ and for 
the plotoemulsion у Ag + j Br. The considered region for the values of the 
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quasirapidity 
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Fig. 1.3 

n = -lntg в/2 corresponds just to the central region of the collision processes. 

As already said, the model with three spatially separated quarks enables 
2 one to express the multiclplity of a fast secondary baryon with x : j for 

proton-nucleus collisions in terms of the similar quantity for pp interactions. 
Production of that fast baryon proceeds in both cases by picking up a newly made 
quark of the sea by the two non-interacting spectators. The upper vertices in 
Figs. 6b and 10a are the same, so they cancel in the ratio of the cross section 
or multlciplitles. Therefore the ratio of the inclusive cross sections for 
the pA and pp collisions must not depend on x in a region near x - 2/3. Such 
independence of x represents a test of the hypothesis on the spatial separation 
of the three constituents in a nucleon, whatever the formation mechanism of 
the secondaries is. 

The calculated ratio of the absolute proton yields, with x - 2/3, from 
the nucleus and proton targets is 
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Si*» <>A * **> . °Srod 
V!< A> -i=- (19) gfe (PP • PX) ' о Ц е 1 

The results of our calculation are displayed in Fig. 14a for the Be, Al, Cu and 
Pb nuclei together with the data obtained at 19,2 GeV/c. Theory and experiment 
are consistent in the wide range 0.55 S x £ 0.8b where the experimental 
x-dependence of the ratio (19) is essentially flat. This indicates the absence 
of a substantial spread in momenta (with Ax 2 1/6) of the constituents. 

The experimental magnitudes of the V? obtained from the data of ref. 
[65] by using eg. (19) are shown in Fig. 14b to be consistent with our 
calculation. 

The meson production by a baryon beam can take place in two ways which are 
shown on Fig. 10a, b. As it will be seen in Part II, the hypothesis, due to 
which quarks or antiquarks of the sea are joined with the same probability, 
leads to the relation [28] 

1 Л*а- (pA - MX) pA dpdil 
ш V ? ( A ) + 4 v P ( A ) C 2 0 ) 

-E.1 «""> 
^ ° - (pp - MX) 
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Fig . 14 

a/ The cross-section ratios for nuclei and for hydrogen for p = 19, 2 GeV/c 
в - 12,5 rar as a function of x of the secondary proton. 

b/ Multiplicity of the secondary protons, averaged over the interval 
0.132 í » í 0.D5 for p o = 19,2 GeV/c and в = 12,5 mr [65] (closed circles), 
and for p * 24 GeV/c and в = 17 mr [6fi] (open circles), as a function of A. 

Fig. 15 
Multiplicities of mesons in proton-nucleus Interactions at p = 19,2 GeV/c 
and 0 s 12,5 mrad. The closed and open circles correspond to the production 
of K + and n" respectively at x - o,34. 
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In Fig. 15 we plot the V p + ~VP values calculated according to eq. 

(13). Also shown are the experimental magnitudes of tha left-hand side of 
eq. (20), obtained from the data of ref. [65] on the н and the К yields at 
F, L * 19.2 GeV/c, в - 12,5 mrad and x = 0.Э4 for the Be, Al, Cu and Bp nuclei, lab 
Agreement between the theory and experiment is quite good. The n and К mesons 
have been chosen since the chance of producting such particles near x = -̂  
as baryon resonance decay products is negligible. The opposite case of n 

production at x - т i-s probably dominated 
decays, and therefore is not considered here 

3 
f 

production at x - т is probably dominated just by the baryonic resonance 

When a pion strikes a nucleus or a proton, the ratio of inclusive 
spectra of the same fragments at x=- containing one of the pion quarks, 
most be 

I d ao 
«A dpdii 
prod 

(n"A - hX) 

V ( A ), h = n , a , p , n , T3- » V I A ; , n = n ,n ,p,n, ... /-J-14 
^ (гГр -lot) 1 l l > tp dpd$i 

me! 

independently of the kind of the secondary. Therefore the single-hadron 
yield ratios, say п~/к"*, п~/р etc., must be the same iat x ~ x ) for 
al] nuclei in п л interactions. The theoretical A dependence of V* shown in 
Fig. lib, can be approximated for A > 60, by 

VV(A) - I.75 A" 0' 2 4 

If the incident part ic l e i s a kaon, the production of a fragment 

contai11iruj the strange quark i s determined by the probabil i ty to absorb 

the non-attvincjc quark, V . For instance, for the К beam the spectra of 

.strancje яг-'-oriclariíís K~, K°, Л, v etc, must be in the rat io 
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— | — *íf- (KA * h X) 
oKA dpdü s 

РГ

1

ОЛ

 л Л а = V*(A)(I*JÄ), 
-rf- Й К <K~P * h * > Ч * 
KA dpdQ ' * s 
inel 

h_. = К , Л, Г., ... /£2) 

According to Fig. lib, V*(A) z 0.82 A °' 1 5 for A 30. 

On the other hand, the spectra ratio of the non-strange fragments 
like n , n , N etc., is determined by the probability to absorb the strange 
quark: 

!_ d ao 
F.A dpdft 
prod 

(K~A - hX) 

I d 2o 
,Kp dpdQ 
in«?l 

(K'p ~ hX) 
У*(А)(1+^), h > n , n°, p, n, '23) 

For A > 3», vjj(A) = 0.6 A - 0 ' 2 1 . Therefore the ratios п"/К~, р/л etc., are 
predicted to decrease slightly in the K~A collisions, as v£(A)/v£(AbA - 0' 0 6. 
It means that, to some extent, a nucleus works like a filter detaining more 
non-strange quarks than strange ones. 

The comparison with the data given in (67J on the reactions п A-*n-,K , 
p at x-l/2, pA-'p at x-2/3 and pA-n- at x~l/3 with the calculated values 
133] is presented on Figs. 16, 17. The experimental cross sections of n-, 
X- and p production are given in [33] being parametrized as 

o(A) = a «Au 

о (24) 
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Fig. 16 

Yield ratios of n~(a), n*(b),K+(e) and p(d) in n*p collisions at 100 GeV/c 
(M) as a function of A.. Quark model predictions of ref. [33) are shown by 
clotted lines. Experimental points correspond to carbon to hydrogen cross 
section ratios, and the shaded areas correspond to experimental uncertainties 
of parameter - (• q.24). The data were used at x * 0.5, px = 0.3 GeV/c. 
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Fig. 17 
Yield ratios of p(a),n+(b) and n"(c) in pA and pp collisions at 100 GeV/c 
(67] as a function of A. All marks are the sane as in Fig. 16. The data 
were used at x - 0.7, p »0.3 GeV/c for secondary protons and at x * 0.3, 
P4= o,3 GeV/c for pions. 
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la a case of the hyperon оеаш (л or v) the Multiplicity ratio for 
the baryons near « * т containing the strange quark, is again determined 
by the probability of absorbing a non-strange quark, say V* (A). On the 
other hand, a similar ratio for the non-strange baryons is V^ (A). As It 
can be seen, (e.g. [28]) the difference in the A dependences of these 
quantities is very small. 

Experimental observation of the predicted decrease with A of the 
multiplicity ratio for the non-strange шла strange hadrons near x * j in 
the case of a kaon beam would be a check of the hypothesis of the small 
cross section for a strange quark interacting with a nucleon. 

The hadron-hadron collisions at high energies are determined mainly 
by the elastic or inelastic interaction of one quark pair. As it was 
demonstrated, in the hadron-nucleus collisions the effects of inelastic 
interactions of two or three quarks of the initial particle are especially 
evident. For the sake of completeness one has to find a process which is 
due to the elastic scattering of a few quarks. The investigati-m of such 
a process might help us to clear up the difficulties in the calculat 
of the shadow corrections in the hadron-hadron collisions. 

A possible process of that type is the reaction 

h • A - ь • X (25) 

in the region of the diffraction dissociation x г o,9-o,95.n the case of a 
nucleon target (Fig. 18a) such a process is due mainly to the elastic 
scattering of one quark of the fast hadron h. For the interaction with 
a nucleus at small mor*ntum transfers q» the single scattering (Fig. 18b) 
also dominates. However with the increase of the momentum transfer the 

contributions of the second /Fig. 88c,d/ third /Fig. 18e,f,g/ and higher orders 
of the interaction become essential. For exa*vl-> already at о -I GeV in P Pb 
collisions the contribution of the single scattering to the differential cross 
section i.j/iT2 of the reaction (2%) is about 18», that of the double scattering 
is 37* ; the triple scattering gives 25t, the quadrupole one 11* etc. 
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Calculations of the do/dq2 cross sections for pA and nA interactions 
were carried out in the paper [68]. Here, differently from what was done 
before [31], it was taken into account, that all the diagrams of one 
order of the interaction(e.g. the diagrams on Fig. 18e,f,g) interfer 
with each other. The results are given on Fig. 19. 

At small q a values in the region x-i the particle multiplicities 
decrease quickly with the increase of A. This is connected with the fact, 
that all the quarks of the incident hadron have to fly through the 
nucleus without inelastic interactions. At large q 2 multiple scatterings 
appear on the nuclei and thus the mentioned decrease gets slower (Fig. 20). 

The ratio of the cross-sections of the reactions ПА - ПХ and pA - pX 
(do /dqa)/(doD./dqa) shows an interesting behaviour with the increase 
of q 3 (Fig. 21). At the beginning, at small q a values, the ratio increases 
(this ean be explained by the smaller pion radius). However, in pA scatterings 
the multiple interactions which increase the cross-section appear earlier 
then in nA scatterings and thus the considered ratio decreases. Finally, 
the increase at q a > 1 GeVa is connected with the fact, that a relatively 
large momentum can be transferred to the pion in a double scattering 
process, while for the proton a triple scattering is necessary in order tc 
change the momentum of each quark. Hence, the experimental investigation of 
the reaction (25) in the diffractional region is of undoubted interest. 
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Fig. 18 

The amplitude of secondary proton production with x 1 in pN(a) 
and pA(b-g) collisions in the first three orders. 
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Fig. 19 
Dif ferent ia l cross sect ions of the processes hA -» hx 

,.ыЛ cb*/dc{ 
ЧГЛ 

Pig. 20 

The yields from nuclei to those from hydrogen ratios of secondary 
protons (a) and pions (b) with x % 0.9-0.95 versus A for different 

values of q 3. 
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Fig. 21 

The ratio of the cross sections of the processes n • A * n • X and 
p + A - p + X versus momentum transfer. 
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7. The breaking of the scaling in the hadron fragmentation region at high 
energies 

In the additive quark model the change of the total hadron cross-section 
(or the cross-section of the quark-quark interaction) has to lead to a change 
in the production of fragmentation particles, i.e. to the breaking of the 
scaling at x > 0,1. Indeed, the increase of the total cross-sections is 
accompanied by the increase of Glauber shadow corrections to the impulse 
approach, and at the same time (according to the Abramovsky-Gribov-Kancheli 
rules [69]) the probability of the interaction of two as three quarks in 
inelastic processes is getting larger. This leads to the decrease of the 
average number of the quarks-spectators and consequently to the breaking of 
the scaling. 

We have reasons to think (see the discussion in [70] that there might be 
a 50% increase in the total hadron-hadron cross-sections at collider energies 
(Pig. 22, 23). 
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Fig . 22 
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Total cross-sections in pp and pp-
- interactions and their extrapolations 
upto energies where noticeable 
uncertainties appear. 

Fig. 23 

The extrapolation of the total 
cross-sections (with the assumption 

2 of a In s-like behaviour). To the 
data, obtained in cosmic rays 
(Maryland, Tien-Shan) the Glauber 
corrections were applied [71]. 
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The breaking of the scaling in pp-collisions which appear with the change of 

'tot in the interval 40-65 nb is calculated [72] in the framework of the 
Glauber picture of quark interactions. The result is shown on Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 24 

The relative baryon production in the region x~2/3(B 2 / 3) and x-l/3 (B | / 3) 
and the relative meson production at x-j ( M ) / 3 ) as functions of the total 
cross section in pp(pp) interactions. /Normalized to one at o...»4o mb/. 

tot ' 

\ 
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A more significant breaking of the scaling in the fragmentation region 
can be expected on nuclei (73] . Indeed, as it can be seen from ( 13) , the 
probability of flying through the nucleus decreases for the quarks 
spectators with the inelastic quark-nucleon cross-section °4 n ei(4 N)* 
Consequently, the quantity V p which, due to (19), determines the production 
of secondary baryons at x - * on the proton beam, has to decrease. < This 
is shown in Table 4 ). That means, that the breaking of the scaling in the 
fragmentation region will be stronger on the nuclei, i.e. one can expect 
here smaller multiplicities of the fragmentation particles than at the same 
energies on nucleons. 

• l - e l l - " » » " Ь 10 
* 

13,5 15 17 20 

v p , ( *•*) 0,69 0,62 o . f o 0,57 0,53 

V p i (Cu) 0Л7 0,39 0,37 0 ,3* 0,31 

V"? (Pb) 0,30 0,25 0,23 0,22 0,20 

Table 4 
The breaking of the scaling in inclusive spectra on nuclei due 
to the increase of the cross-section 

At superhigh energies P l a b г lo GeV/c the sizes of the quark-quark 
interactior region which are proportional to ay In P/P Q become so large, 

that the constituent quarks i.e. the quark-parton clouds inside the hadrons 
overlap. If the interactions between these clouds are sufficiently effective, 
they can produce one single cloud as a result. If now such an object interacts 
with a (nuclear or nucleon) target, it has to break into partons with no 
quarks-spectators left. Therefore at such energies a strong breaking of the 
scaling is predicted [74] in the fragmentation region. 
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One can get an idea about the spectra of secondary particles at 
superhigh energies investigating the processes of current fragmentation 
in deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scatterings and in e e~ annihilation [50l 
In these processes all hadrons т е produced from a single quark clod even 
at energies available at present (see paragraph 4 of Part I.). 

The existing data on the spectra of the fragmentation particles 
г e~ annihilation processes suggest a universal 

curves for antiprotons (protons) , plons and kaons 
in e e~ annihilation processes suggest a universal fall of the spectral 

«* о + - h 
e e ~ " (x„) - exp(-7x_) . 
dx E

 E B 

Assuming that the same law is valid at superhigh energies for the transition 
of parton clouds ('quarks, antiquarks and gluons) into hadrons, we get an 
estimate for the behaviour of hadron spectra as a function of x. We have 
to remember, that upto their "mixing" (P«10 aGeV/c) each of the 
three parton clouds in the nucleon carries about 1/3 of the 
proton momentum. It is unprobable that the effect of "mixing" leads to a 
serious change in the distribution of the fast parton component. Hence it 
is reasonable to take an average of the hadron spectra obtained in the 
e e~-annihilation over the distribution tf(x) of the constituent quarks 

in the proton: 

%• (pP - h,p » í o « ^ ) - / 1 áx' w ( x . ) **«*«> ( s t) (26) 

W(x) has a maximum near x • •j, its width is of the order of Дх~7* 
The spectra of secondary hadrons calculated with the help of (26) have to fall 
rapidly with the increase of x. In order to obtain an estimate for this, one 
can calculate the integral using the proton wave function which is determined 
from the electromagnetic form-factor (see Appendix). On Fig.. 25 the spectra 
of pions and protons in pp-collisions at the energies of modern accelerators 
(a,b ) and the calculated spectra at superhigh energies (c,d) are shown. 
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In pp-collisions at available at present energies the spectra of 
energetic pions decrease vith the increase of x approximately as 
exp(-5x ) (n ) and exp(-7x) (n~) for x - 0,2*0,5; the spectral curves 
flatten at x < 0,2 [75].Therefore the change in the character of the 
spectra which is predicted by the constituent quark model for superhigh 
energies has to be very significant. 

As Fig. 25. shows, even sharper changes are to be expected for the 
spectra of secondary baryons . Here, however, one has to take into 
account, that these spectra can be formed by two different mechanisms. 
Namelyi quarks belonging formerly to one parton cloud can joxn each other 
as well as quarks of different clouds, these latter might be, for 
examplerthree valence quarks. 

Fig. 25 
The behaviour of pion spectra and proton spectra in pp-collisions at energies 
P<<10* GeV/c (a,b) and the estimation of this behaviour at superhigh energies 
P»10*GeV/c (c,d). The two curves on Fig. 25d correspond to the two different 
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ways of proton formation. The proton spectra in the region x>0,7 at 
p>>10 *GeV/c are hypothetical ones, since the character of the changes 
in the cross-sections of both the elastic scattering and the diffraction 
dissociation can not be predicted in the framework of the given approach. 

In the first case the spectrum of the secondary protons will be like 
the meson spectrum, in the second one it will remind the spectrum of 
secondaries in e e~ annihilation. The two curves on Fig. 25d correspond 
to these two possibilities. The presented approach does not allow to draw 
any conclusions about the behaviour of the elastic scattering or that of 
the cross-section of the diffraction dissociation, therefore the shaded 
region at xX),7 ha* to be understood quite conditionally. 

Note, that because of the absence of quarks-spectators at superhigh 
energies the multiplicities of secondary particles will be equal in the 
region x - 0,1-0,2 for scatterings on nucleons and nuclei. 

The considered effects of the breaking of the scaling might be already 
quite serious in cosmic ray physics. The data on cosmic rays possibly 
suggest such a breaking [76]. Unfortunately, in the framework of the quark 
model we cannot tell anything about the energy at which this breaking is 
to be expected except that it has to be larger than 18* GeV . The reason is, 
that we don't know the 'force of interaction' for the overlapping quark-
-parton clouds. More definite predictions can be made if the total cross-
-section behaves like In s. Such a behaviour corresponds to the 'strong' 
interaction between the quark-parton clouds j in this case the breaking 
of the scaling will be determined by the geometrical overlap of these clouds 
only. 

t 
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II. Quark statistics and its manifestations In particle production processes 

1. The probabilities of the translations of quarks Into and baryons 

The rules of quark statistics [43,44,47] allow to calculate the 
probabilities of the production of different hadrons in multiparticle 
production processes. These rules are based on the fact, that the interaction 
between light dressed quarks at small relative momenta does not depend on the 
quantum numbers of these quarks. To see this clearly, let us consider in 
details the amplitude which describes the inclusive hadron production in the 
terms of quarks joining each other. 

For the sake of deflniteness we consider inclusive hadron production 
in the central region of hadron-hadron collision (Fig. 26a,b). The inclusive 
hadron cross-section is determined by the Hueller-Kancheli diagrams (Fig. 26c 
- mesons. Fig. 26d - baryons) and can be written in the form 

x do (hadron) ш jdff ído"»<»' )»„<s") . 
dxdp n n n n n n 

(2/) 
F(xi , Ici^ t ... «„«„j. I *7 , k ? A t ... xJJ, ЗД 

where n is the number of quarks joining each others n-2 for mesons and 
n-3 for baryc 
phase space: 
n»3 for baryons• The expression /dOn denotes the Integration over the 

/ do. . r* U£± djT .. r* Iffi dí 6 U •...•, -X)6(k •...•S.rpJ 
П О X 1 1 * О Xn »i 1 n 1x ™jt 

(28) 
The functions Fix' ,k ; ...I x", ,k" , ...) stand for the 
discontinuities of the diagrams of Fig. 26e, f. At x| • x£ , kj| • k? 
they become the distributions of two (Fig. 26e) or three (Fig. 26f) quarks 
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in x- and к i. .e (s >are quark wave functions of the hadrons, •_ is 
* UL П П ^ П 

the t o t a l energy of the quark systems 

n "u (29) l . « ( £ I . ) - x E 

where a» » m* + k?. , and n is the quark mass* a - Э20 -r 360 KeV. 
(For the sake of simplicity we wrote here that the baryon function depends 
only on the total energy of the systea.) 

Although the functions F(xJ,kJ * I x" ,k" t • ••) are not known, 
we can obtain from (27) a quite definite information about the relations 
between different secondary hadrons. The reason is, that the wave functions 
e describe weakly bound system» of dressed quarks and therefore they decrease 
quite quickly with the increase of the relative quark momenta. This means, 
that hadrona are formed by quarks which are not far from each other in 
rapidity in the multiperipheral ladder. The correlations inF(x* »k,^ :.,.|х",к"л». 
depend on the character of forces which act. between these quarks. It is 
known, that the interaction forces between light dressed quarks at small 
relative momenta are independent of the quark quantum numbers such as 
spin and isospin. This independence gives a basis for the SU(6)-symmetry. 
Therefore the function F(x* ,k|xj... | x"f , k^x ; ...) 

also does hot depend on these quantum numbers at the considered differences 
in rapidity. From this it follows, that particles with the same coordinate 
wave functions Щт) (i.e. members of the same SU(6) multiplet) must have 
equal inclusive cross-sections (not counting the suppression of the 
strange quark). This means for the mesons of the low« st 36-plet 

• t • „• P = Р я = P = П 
t • • 
P* = P° = P" (30) 
P° = -

and so on. In a similar way the relations between the produced mesons and 
baryons can be considered, if we accept that the distribution 

.) 
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F(x*, , k\L; ...|x̂  , k^i ...) is factorisaale and that a quark or an antlquark 
in the ladder can be found with the sa*-9e probability Ц- It is seen, that 
the relatione between the produce«! particles suggest to obtain then in terns 
of probabilities. In the following we re-derive (ЭО) and get son* other 
relations using statistical rules. 

2. The quark statistical roles 

Let us first consider the relations of quark statistics in the 
simplest case, when quarks with definite quantum numbers are absent. 
This is the central region of rapidities in the cloud of dressed quarks 
in multlparticle production processes. In the following we will assume, 
that the hadrons will be formed in processes in which only quarks which 
are the nearest neighbours on the rapidity axis join each other. Such 
a restriction does not effect our considerati'-as, bot it makes the 
calculations much simpler. 

An arbitrarily chosen particle on a sufficiently large interval of 
the rapidity axis might be a quark or an antiquark with the same 
probability hq • fcq. The nearest neighbour is again either a quark, or 
an antiquark. The probability of the states qq, qq is then 

(%q + Й ) i\q • \q) • Iqq • 2qq • Hqq - iqq • 2qq • НИ (31) 

where И » qq is a meson state. Taking into account a third possible quark 
or antiquark, one gets 
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(2qq + iqq + IM) (2q + Iq) - IB + !§ + 2M(!q + 2q) (X0) 

where В - qqq» В » qqq. Further iterations lead to the following 
multiplicity of particles produced in the central regiont 

<q,q - sea) * N(6M + В + В) (33) 

The number N characterizes the total number of quarks and antiquarks in 
the cloud, in multiparticle production processes this number increases 
with the growth of \/s, the total energy of produced particles in their 
center of mass system. Supposing that the multiplicity N(s) is increasing 
logarithmically, it is convenient to write N(s) - b Inf at asymptotic 

Bo 
energies. The parameters b and s have to be the same for all multiparticle 
processes! they can be determined from the experimental data. 

Similar considerations enable us to obtain relations between the 
production probabilities of different hadron states when we deal with 
one (q,) or two (q^q^) quarks of the incident hadron. Again, the nearest 
neighbour of q, might be with the same probability a quazk or an antiquarkt 

q ^ q + \q) * fcq^ + \М± (3*0 

where M^ - q.q is a meson containing q.. The next iteration gives 

l q iq(iq +iq) - 1^ + 1Ч±П (35) 

with B i » q Aqq. Continuing the iterations (34), (35), we obtain for the 
multiplicity of the meson M. the progression 

1 + 1 • 1 • (!)'• i •... - 2 i a * a « a a 
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for that of the baryon B, 

I + 1 . 1 + ( 2 ) \ 2 + ... m 1 

The meson M which does not contain q* will be produced also with the 
multiplicity -j . Thus we can write 

<4i + q»q - «ea) - 1в ± + 2HL + IM + N(S)(бм + в + в) (Зб) 

A similar relation is valid for the case when a pair of quarks q^q-i 
transforms into hadronsi , 

(4A4j + q,q-sea) * 1В±. -»-^(B^B^) + itMj+M.) + IM + 

(37) 
+ N(s)»(6M + В + В) 

The baryon state B,. contains both incident quarks > В.. » q^q^q« 

We have to stress here, that the relations (33) , (.16), (37) are obtained 
assuming, that at a certain stage of the multiparticle process the clond 
of hadron matter consists of independent dressed quarks and antiquarks. 
If, on the contrary, besides the dressed quarks and antiquarks there 
exist in this cloud some other constituents (e.g. massive qluone L 4 2l and 
diquarks) l7Bl which can form observable hadrons, then the relations (33) , (36), 
(37) will change. For instance, in a case if in the multiparticle production 
processes gluonic mesons are formed (and such a possibility is often 
considered) the contribution of secondary mesons in the central region 
might be somewhat higher. 

One has to investigate carefully the hypothesis of the independence of quarks 
and antiquark* in t n e e e a *••*• t n e absence of any correlations between them. 
A source for such correlations could be for instance the color interactions of 
constituent quarke (relations for secondary hadrons in this case are considered in [79} ) .Another 
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possible correlation is that between quarks and antiquarks w ith conjugate 
quantum numbers. Claiming the absence of the latter correlation is 
equivalent to the hypothesis that a quark and an antiquark produced with 
conjugate quantum numbers in the vacuum can go away far from each other 
on the rapidity axis. Numerical calculations show, that the relation (33) 
is rather sensitive to the presence of such correlations. Switching on a 
correlation between quarks and antiquarks with conjugate quantum numbers, 
the contribution of secondary baryons in the central region decreases 
rapidly. At the same time the relations between B, and M. (36) and between 
В.., В. and M. (37) are less sensitive to such correlations and with the 
weakening of the correlations they reach quickly their limit. 

Finally we note here, that relations (33), (36) and (37) are 
asymptotical ones - in order to obtain them, we assumed, that the number 

of quarks and antiquarks in the sea in sufficiently large. Quark statistical 
conditions for finite energies (and thus for a finite number of quarks and 
antiquarks in the sea) were considered in papers [80, 81]. Here again it 
turns out, that while the relatione (36), (37) between В , В. and M^ reach 
their asymptotical value quickly, the relation (33) shows a considerable 
deviation from the asymptotical value - the share of secondary baryons is 
much less than 1/6 - even at energies of the order of 10 3 - 10" GeV, i.e. 
at <n h>~10. 

3. The content of the meson!с and baryonic states M,M.,В,В.,В,± 

The quark statistical conditions (33), (36), (37) fix the relative 
production probabilities of the mesonic and baryonic states in 
multihadron production processes. To be in the position to compare these 
relatione with experiment, one has to understand, what real hadrons 
correspond to the mesonic and baryonic states B, N, В,., В., M, etc. 
Indeed, quark combinatorics, while operating with constituent quark 
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states qq and qqq does not answer the question by what real particles they 
are saturated. In the spirit of the quark models it is natural to assume, 
that the states M and В are some superpositions of SU(6) multiplets (and 
the states M., B. and B>. - projections of q. or 4*4* o n these superpositions). 
The production probabilities of different states belonging to the same SU(6) 
multiplet are proportional to the statistical weight of these states; 
the relations between the production probabilities of different multiplets 
cannot be predicted by quark statistics and they have to be obtained from 
the analysis of the experimental data. In [43] the dominance of the lowest 
SU(6 ) multiplets was supposed, i.e. the meson 36-plet fJ p - 0 _ 1

r1- 1) for 
the qq states and the baryon 56-plet (J^ - 5*» §*) for qqq, respectively. 
This is a rather rough approach, and, of course, a contribution of hadrons 
belonging to higher multiples is quite natural. 

The determination of hadrons which are saturating the meson and 
baryon states is in fact an experimental question, which, in a sense, 
characterizes the quark confinement. The analysis of experimental data 
shows, that the contribution of hadrons with L - 1 is quite significant: 
20-30% of the produced particles. The share of L • 2 multiplets seems to 
be about 10%. 

Taking into account the decays of the particles belonging to higher 
meson and baryon multiplets one modifies the predictions for the production 
of the particles of the lowest multiplets. E.g. the calculation of the 
decays of the L - 1 meson multiplet leads to a change of 15-201 for the 
value of the p/Jl ratio obtained in the framework of quark statistics [82]. 
It is natural to ask, how many higher SU(6) multiplets have to be considered. 
The answer to this question is determined by the following circumstances. 
First, since hadrons are formed by dressed quarks with small relative 
momenta, one can assume, that the production probabilities of particles 
of the meson multiplet which corresponds to the orbital momentum L will 
be proportional to k a t (where к is the characteristic relative quark 
momentum). 
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Hence, if particles with L * 1 are produced with a probability of 20-30% 
then this probability has to be for L = 2 about 5-lOt etc. 

Besides, it is natural to think, that in the case of sufficiently 
heavy resonances (corresponding to large L) the probabilities of different 
decays are proportional to the statistical weights of the decay products, 
i.e. in this sense the decay products of heavy resonances do not differ 
from the directly produced particles. Consequently, in this case taking 
into account the decays of higher resonances one does not influence at all 
the production of particles belonging to the lowest multiplets. 

In general, the states M, M., B, B. and B. , are superpositions 
of meson and baryon states of different SU(6) multlplets: 

И •= Z a M(L) • H(L) 
L 

M. - E a? (L)>N.(L) 

The index L in (38) corresponds to different SU(6) -multiplets. For meson 
multiplets L is the orbital momentum between the quark and the antiquark, 
while for baryon multiplets L corresponds to the excitation level and, in 
general, it does not coincides with the orbital momentum of a three-
-particle system. 

Denoting by Ьц/т \ the real hadron states which belong to the meson 
multiplet with a given L and by h«,, » those belonging to the baryon 
multiplet L we can write 

В - E a (L)«B(L) 
L 

B. - £ a?(L)B.(L) x L x x (38) 

Bij'f a i j ( L ) - B i j ( L ) 
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M(L) = Z *V hH(L) B(L) = E0,-h h "B(L) 

Ml L » I % ( i ) h M ( L ) в ±(ь) = ^ h
L ( i ) h B ( L ) (39) 

V L ) " ^h ( iJ ) hB(L) 

The coefficients n h i*h (i )and e
h » P h ( i ) >0 h(ij ) for hadrons belonging 

to the L = 0 and L = 1 multiplets are listed in Tables AI, A2, A3. 
M В The coefficients a and n in (38), (39) are connected by the normalization 

conditions which express the conservation of the total probability in the 
quark-hadron transitions, i.e. the total correspondence between the quark 
and hadron states respectively: 

Ea ?(U 
L * 

L a B ( L ) 

T. a M(L) 

I. a B(L) 
L i 

= Z aT^b) 
(HO) 

L la. ,L oL, Calculating the coefficients u£,n£( i ) .\.ßj( i ) ,ßj( i j ) 

for the decompositions of the M(L), HL(L) and B(L), Bi(L), В ± (L) 
states into hadrons of the SU(6) multiplets we took into account the 
breaking of SU(6) symmetry which is connected with the strange quarks. 
It is an experimental fact, that in multiparticle production processes 

the production of strange hadrons is less probable than that of non-strange 
particles belonging to the same multiplets. In the framework of the quark 
model it is natural to describe this phenomenon introducing a parameter 
\(0<\<l) which characterizes the relative probability of finding a strange 
quark (or antiquark) in the quark-antiquark sea. It is assumed that I is 
the relative probability to find an u or d quark (or ü or d ) ; 
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at *= 1 the exact SU(6)-symmetry is restored. In principle the value 
of * might be different for the central and fragmentation regions of the 
secondary particle production respectively ; such a difference can be due 
to different distributions in x of the strange and non-strange quarks. 
Therefore we denote the value of \ in the fragmentation region as x while 
for the central region we keep the notation A (see Tables Al - A3). 

4. Л verification of the rules of quark statistics; production processes 
of meson resonances 

The rules of quark statistics lead to two important types of relations: 
to relations between the production probabilities of secondary mesons and 
baryons and to those between the production probabilities of particles 
belonging to the same SU(6)-multiplet. Good examples for relations of the 
second type are the ratios of production probabilities of particles with 
the same quark content*, belonging to the same SU(6) multiplet. These 
probabilities are proportional to the number of spin degrees of freedom 
2J+1 (where J is the total hadron spin). 

For examples p +: я* = 3 : 1; K*°(890)sKO = 3:1, Д+:р = 2:1 etc. 
These relations are consequences of the assumption that quarks join each 
other and form hadrons independently of their spins. They can be understood 
in the following way. We consider the dressed quarks formed in jets (or 
multiperipherial ladders) as a gas of quarks and antiquarks with non-
correlated spin projections [83], In such a"gas" the number of pp pairs 
with definite total spin values s - is proportional to the statistical 
weight 2s - t 1 of these states, i.e. the ratio of number of pairs with 
s - = 1 and of those with s - = О is 3:1 . If the mesons are formed 

qq gg 
by quarks and antiquarks independently of the ir spin project ions , then 

th i s rat io i s true for the produced mesons toof the mul t ip l i c i ty of mesorv, 
*Here we mean directly produced particles which are not decay products of any resonances. 
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with s - = 1 is proportional to the multiplicity of s - = О mesuns as 3:1. 
qq qq 

In hadron-hadron collisions this relation is true for both the fragmentatl-
onal and the central regions. Examples for that can be the widely discussed 
р/П and K*(890)/K relations (see !84-87]). There is a difficulty in the 
experimental proof of the relation 3:1. Namely, one has to separate the 
directly produced mesons for which this relation is valid from those 
which appear as a decay product of some resonances. 

The observed р/П ratio, for example, might seriously change if there 
are П mesons present produced by decays of unidentified resonances. 
That's why it is more convenient to prove 3:1 on secondary K-mesons which 
appear in decay processes to a much less extent. We expect that in strange 
particle production processes 75% of all particles have total quark spin 
s - = 1 and only 25% is of s - = 0. All particles with s - = 1 are qq ' qq qq 
resonances and therefore (if we do not consider the decays of non-strange 
resonances into K-mesonsj about 75% of all observed K-mesons have to be 
decay products of resonances with s - = 1. 

Experimental data on the production of K-resonances in pp [R8| and К i нч i 
collisions provide a possibility to test the quark statistical condition 3:1 
In the mentioned works the inclusive cross sections of K, K*(890) and 
K*(1420) production were measured. Due to the SU(6) classification, the 
first two particles belong to the lowest 36-plet of mesons with L = О 
while the tensor resonance KM1420) belongs to the L = 1 multiplet. The 
results of the measurements are given in Table 5. 

The meson multiplet with L = 1 contains 4 SU(3) nonents J = 0 + , 1 + , 1 + 

and 2 . The statistical weight of each of these nonets is proportional to 
2J + 1. That means, that 5/12 of the particles belonging to the multiplet 
with L = 1 have to be tensor mesons, i.e. the total amount of particles 
produced in this multiplet is 12/5'T. 75% of all particles of the L = 1 
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multiplet have to be mesons with s - = 1. Thus V + 9/5-T is the 
qq 

contribution of resonances with s - = 1 to the К-meson production. As it 
qq 

is seen from the data quoted in Table 5, the experimental value of the 
above mentioned quantity is in each case near to 75% of the total cross 
section of kaons. Such an agreeaent of experimental dat* with the theoretical 
predictions clearly speaks for the hypothesis of the "gas" of non-correlated 
quarks and antiquarks in multihadron production processes. 

K~P~ KP(89l K V K [ 8 9 J K Г **[ 89 ] K " p ~ K ° [ 8 9 l 9 9 ~ Ks[88J 

о 
inclusive 

mbarn г mbarn г mbarn X •barn г mbarn X 

о 
inclusive 8.3Í1.5 too «±0,5 100 1.6*0.5 100 1.6±0.5 100 7.*±0,5 100 

vector 
mesons (V) %*.o,% kB *.2±0,3 53 1.1*0,3 69 0,9±0,2 56 3,*±1 %6 

tensor 
mesons (T) 0.9±0,2 11 0,810 ,2 10 

0,081 

£0,01 5 
0,08* 

±0,01 5 1.7±0,8 23 

mesons 
with 1=0 
(«•/3 V) 

5.3±0,5 6* 5.6±0.% 71 1.5*0,* 92 1.2±0,3 75 *.5±1,3 61 

mesons 
with L-1 
(12/5 T) 

2,2±0,5 25 1.9Í0.5 2k 
0,19* 

±0,02 
12 

0,19± 

±0,02 
12 *,1±1,9 55 

mesons 
with 1=2 
(estimation) 

11 5 — 13 - -

mesons 
with s - «1 

<M 
(V+9/5T) 

5,6±0> 
68± 

±5 
5.6±0,3 

71Í 

• * 

1,2*± 

±0,3 
i 

72± 

±19 

l,0*± 

±0,2 

65± 

±13 
6,5±l ,8 

87± 

±2* 

Table 5. 

Kaon production in K~p collisions at 32 GeV/c [89] and 

in pp collisions at 405 GeV/c 188]. The inclusice cross-

section is decreased in comparison with the data of (891 

by the value of the cross-section of the diffraction 

dissociation. 



Let as mention here, that in our calculations we did not take into 
account those possible resonances, which belong to the I. = 2 SU(6) 
multiplet, and therefore all the kaons produced by decays of these 
resonances were added to the direct x-mesons with s - = O. The 

qq 
contribution of the resonances with L = 2 can be roughly estimated 
considering the cross section of the g-meson production. The contribution 
of these resonances turns out to be about 5-10%. It is interesting, that 
according to the most accurate measurement of the К and К production 
189] the contribution of s - = 1 resonances is somewhat less that 75%. 

qq 
The addition of the resonances with L « 2 will probably increase this 
value. In this case the agreement with the condition 3:1 will be much 
better than the accuracy of about 10%, which is usual in quark models. 
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5. The verification of quark statistics in hard processes 

It is convenient to begin with the relations 

«4 * 1 Bi + § Mi (41a) 

4i 4j * T Bij * 7 z ( V V * h ( Mi + Mj> (lib) 
in order to verify the rules of quark statistics for the production of se
condary mesons and baryons. Note here, that these relations are different 
from (33): (4la)and(4lb)correspond to a faster transition to the asymptotical 
regime with the increase of the total energy, and to a less sensitivity to 
quark-antiquark correlations. 

Multiparticle production processes with the simplest structure are the 
hard processes of deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering in the region of 
current fragmentation or of e e annihilation into hadrons. In these processe 
recesses all the secondary particles are products of the hadronization of a 
quark jet which is initiated by one quark with definite quantum numbers (in 
e e annihilation there are two jets initiated by a quark and an antiquark). 
The relations between the secondary particles are given here by (41 a). 

In the deep inelastic vN and vN collisions the current fragmentation 
is determined by quarks-partons knocked out from the nucleon. As it is 
known, the distributions of the quarks-partons depend on the value of x B 

(where x ß = 2,ig_B»\» Q i e the momentum transferred to the lepton, 
E-E' -the difference of the energies before and after the collision 
with the nucleon in the lab.system, m-the nucleon mass). At x„ > o,i the 
structure functions of the nucleons are defined almost entirely by the 
valence quarks-partons; the contribution of the sea quarke-partons is here 
small. In this region of * ß the current fragmentation is determined mainly 
by valence u or d quarks. 

In the hadronization process the fast valence quark-parton generates 
a quark jet, which at the stage we consider consists of one (dressed) 
quark carrying the quantum numbers of the initial valence quark-parton 
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(we call it fragmentational quark) and of a sea of dressed quarks and anti-
quarks which do not remember the incident quantum numbers,(these are the 
quarks of the central region). The multiplicities of hadrons in this jet 
can be written in the form 

- I Лг r ( v N - u ) = | B t ^ M * \ M+N(6M+R*B^ 

- S *ъ £ (vN-d . o s « • ц s i n * ) = {\ В л • | м . ) r o s ' e + <h?) n иг ." r I d i i l r , 1 " 

• (\ B s • | M S ) s i n ' e ^ + ^M • N(6M*B*B) 

where в с is the Cabibbo angle and ?. is a portion of the jet momentum, 
carried by the hadron. The hadron states В- , В, И- and M can be expanded 
in terms of real hadrons, corresponding to different SU(6) multiplets. 
Hadrons belonging to one SU(6) multiplet have equal distributions in x . 
Hence the inclusive cross-sections of the hadrons in the jets of current 
fragmentation are given by universal functions: 

- V; ( VN-U) = Qlz) 

о df ( Í N * d c o s вс * s *inBr.'' = O d(z)coe Je p • Qs(7.)sinaer 

The introduced functions Q- (z) are 

QjU) = V. { ̂ Fj(z)a?(L)B.(L) • 4Fj(i)aJ(L)M.(L) • ij( z )aM( L )M( I ) • 

••J(z)aB(L)(B(L) • B(l.))> (ЧЦ) 

M В 
Here F L(z) and F,(z) are distribution functions of fragmentational meson 
and baryon states belonging to the multiplet L. They fulfill the norma
lization conditions 

1 M ' R 
/ dzru) - i , ; dzF^U) - i (45) 

о о 
в 

* L(z) and * L( Z) are the distribution functions of meson and baryon states 
of the multiplet L in the central region. They are normalized to the number 
of states in the considered jet and therefore the normalization depends on 
the total energy of the jet \Тг 
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I 
в 

! *,*;•(,. = 6N( S) • ~ , / .,,•!'(,) = MI:.-. ,ц^ 

where • is aconstant of the order of the «ass of the particles. The behaviour 
M В 

of *,(z) and •,(z) at small z defines the law due to which multiplicities M l В i increase in the jet; e.g. if * ь(*) g and * L f e ) - - *•: small z. this 
corresponds to the logarithnical increase: N(r.) i„;: The functions in u;) 
have to be chosen in order to fit the experiment. Ne will here consider only 
the lowest multiplets (35 and 56) and take the following parametrization, 
which as it will be seen, describe the experimentál data quite well. ' 

• (z) - *——7- (a„ • Ь и/ • г > M' M' 
Л ..,.,. u-4_- ,, в. v „ e , . , <«> 

F"U> . ̂  (дм • вн,. . ,v-2i 

Let us explain these expressions. The parameters n abd п й have to be 
obtained from experiment; they determine the speed of the decrease of the 
contribution of sea hadrons at z " • • The same is true for a,A,b,B,c,C. The 
presence of the factor l-z leads for the meson formfactor at г-i to a 
q~ dependence (q is the momentum transfer). Note, that the constituent 
quarks are not point-like objects and therefore the considered relations 
can not be understood literally as consequences of the Bloom-Gilman duality 
190). Nevertheless there exists a region m 2 < n 2 •. r / m is the 

i> 4 P 
cnaracteristic hadron mass/ for the meson form factor where the quark 
structure is not important yet, but the form factor behaves already like i 2 . 

Apparently this corresponds to a relatively smooth transition from small 
to large q 2. The presence of Q. in the denominator of (4 7) is connected 
with the fact, that the probability to find in the meson a fragmentation!) 
quark with small z is suppressed in comparison with the analogou.« probabi
lity for sea quarks.indeed,fragmentational constituent quark will have a 

Since we consider here only multiplets wilh l"0, the index L in •» (z) and 
F (г) can be omi t ted. 
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snail x if its quantum nunbers diffuse through the multiperiphenl ladder. 
Such a transfer of quantum nunbers can be described by the exchange of 

I - i '•» 

secondary reggesns with a 0 (о) « x what leads to z . This behaviour of 
the distribution function for fragmentation mesons is analogous to the 
behaviour of the distribution function for valence quark-bartons in standard 
quark-parton models (see e.g. |9i]). 

In the case of baryons the form-factor behaves like q _ % already at 
relatively small q 2 values and thus we •••u— that the asymptotical behaviour 
of the distribution function F*(z) is O - z ) 3 at z-f . in order to be able 
to compare the transition function of a constituent quark into a meson r (z) 
or into a baryon r (2) we introduce the following parametrization: 

И х ) « к F " ( Z ) (qg) 

It is easy to see that F*(z) coincides with Г U ) everywhere except the 

region i-z ^ я . As it will be seen from the results in the description of 
baryon spectra, the value • turns out to be about n,i . This is quite natural 
since the asymptotics (i-*)3 become valid only near z «i . The parameters 
я and к are not independent because of the normalization condition {*">): к 
will be defined by the value of • . 

The inclusive spectrr in »•*>" annihilation are determined by the 
universal functions; 

1_ }| ( e V - hadron.) « I Q u(.) • I Q s(«) • -L 0 d(x; • J y - U ) • 

п V"> • Ь < ) г ( » ) <«) 

• -In the <? e~ annihilation process there are two quark jets, that's why in 
the left hand side of (49) stands a factor 1/2. Besides, we so far do not 
consider the production of new heavy particles, and correspondingly, we do 
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not take into account the contribution of • and i>-qnarks. Hence Ci») can 
pretend only to the description of experimental data lower than the thres
hold of the production of new particles. 

There are not too many data on particle production in deep inelastic 
scattering. The situation is better for the particle spectra in e +

f~ 
annihilation. We will here cake into account only the lowest multiplets to 
saturate В., В and M. , N. The decays of resonances belonging to higher SU(e) 
multiplets imitate to a certain extent the direct production of hadrons 
belonging to lower multiplets. Hence, if the contribution of higher multi
plets is about 20-30% the error in the spectra resulting from their omission 
will be less. In our case there is a supplementary reason for the decrease 
of the share of higher multiplets in the particle spectra at not very small f 

x. Indeed, in the region x 0.2the spectra decrease quaickly in x, and 
therefore the role of heavy resonances is relatively suppressed. The influ
ence of heavy resonances can be essential only at smi.ll x. However, in the 
region of small x( x-.o, 1-0,2) the experimental data are far from being 
definite, and give no possibility to teet our approach. 

For the sake of simplicity we assume, that the x dependence of the 
fragmentation function Q.(x) equals for all kinds of quarks and antiquarks. 
This means that we ignore the mass difference between strange and no -
strange quarks, which in fact has to give some observable effects in the 
fragmentation functions. 

Fig. 27 shows the experimental inclusive spectra § ;" of n ,K and 
(> lx£ 

i>" mesons and antiprotons measured in . +r annihilation at moderately high 
energies —16-25 GeV 19.'-• 94 \ Here i< is the velocity of the secondary 

2 E 
particle in the cm. system of the colliding particles, « E~~r~ • At the con
sidered energies scab- invariant dependence on < E is observed for these 
spectra (see|92,'rn). On the same fig. the curves calculated for inciusivu 
spectra with the help of (4ч) are also presented !<ts! 

http://smi.ll
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The corresponding values in the right hand side parts of (4 7) and (48) 
are given in Table 6. As it was told already, the obtained description for 
the spectra can not hold for the region of small x values x < 0,2. The 
values of the distribution functions for the fragmentational and sea hadrons 
determined by the parameters given in Table 6 and by formulae (4 7) and (48) 
respectively, make therefore not much sense in the region x < 0,2. 

nM 4 

a M .336 
ъм 5 0- 4 

c M 2.0 

V 5 

a B .056 
b B .Ц.2 
c 0 98.6 

B M -1.69 

C M 5.0 
к .1 

Table 6. Values of parameters of quark-hadron transition 
functions (47) and (48) 

The comparison with experiment shows, that the quark statistics is a 
good candidate for a model to describe the spectra in the quark - hadron 
transitions. Especially impressive is the coincidence of experimental and 
theoretical results in the spectra of p 0 mesons. 

The ratio p/n is widely discussed in investigations of secondary 
particle production in hadron-hadron scatterings, where p/n ~ 0,09 - O.IJ. 
Not counting the higher meson resonances with L*i the quark combinational 
calculus gives p/n - 0.17 - 0.21 . The calculated p/n ratio in v**~ 

annihilation at x>0,4 is equal to 1,5 . Such a rather big value is connec-
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ted with the fact, that because of the rapid decrease of the spectra in the 
fragmentation region the ratio p/ll is given mainly by the direct production 
of particles, while the resonance products enter the region of smaller x 
and give there a small contribution. This explains, why, as it was already 
told before, the resonances with L=! in e •- annihilation are less impor
tant, than in the multiparticle production processes in hadron-hadron 
collisions. Assuming, that the production of L=l resonances is of the same 
order (-30%) in both the e *? and hadron collision processes, one can 
estimate their contribution to the p/n ratio: at x^0,4 the change of it 
will be less than 10%. A more accurate estimation can be given after 

measuring the inclusive cross sections of production of mesons belonging to 
** the multiplet L=l , e.g. f or К . 

Quark fragmentation functions Q.(z), which were determined from 
experimental data on e e~ annihilation allow one to calculate hadron spectra 
in the current fragmentation region of deep inelastic lepton-induced reactions. 

Proton and antiproton yields were measured recently in ц р collisions 
in the current fragmentation region [96|.Fig 23. shows ratios p/h and p/h" 
against the value of Bjorken's variable x„ together with the predictions of 
quark combinatorics. The latter we obtained with the help of functions Q.(a) 

and quark-parton distribution functions ii(xb), <1 (xB) , s(xB) and u(x B), 
d(x ), s(x_), measured in various experiments (see eg.(97| ). Here the quark 
statistical rules are in a resonable agreement with the data. 

However, the considered agreement of the model predictions with data 
can't stand fox the direct confirmation of the relation n. - \/^B• + 2/ЭМ 

R M 

because of the additional assumption F (z) - F (z) (regardless of the fact 
that it seems to be quite natural). A problem of such an assumption arises 
every time when we consider hadron spectra in the limited region of z values. 
When the whole region 0 • I is considered, as well as average hadron 
multiplicities, we encounter with ambiguities in the separation of the 
central and fragmentational region contributions. 
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In the general case of the quark •• hadron transition the relation 
between M., M and B., S may be written in the form: 

4i + (sea q,q) - PBj + (1-0)М, + (l/3-ß)B + (d6+3~l)M + 

• N(dM+B+B), (50) 

where ß and d are some free parameters,d being positive and 0 < ß < I .As 
soon as in the considered data it is difficult to distinguish contributions 
B. and (1/3 - e>) В in baryon spectra it is difficult to verify accurately 
the relation (36) . Thus it is possible to speak only about approximate, 
qualitative fulfillment of the relation (36). 

It seems to us that the best opoortunity to get a direct check of the 
relation (36) appears in the studies of charmed hadron production in « *? 
annihilation at s» 8-9 GeV. Here practically the only source of charmed 
particles is the fragmentation of c(c) quark. Relation(36Jpredicts for the 
total numbers of charmed mesons and baryons the ratio: 

К :M : B : B„ - 2 : 2 : 1 : 1 . с с с с 

Quark statistical rules give a possibility to obtain the hadron composition 
of Mc and B c 'n the lowest S-wave multiplet: it is displayed in Table 7. 
One may see from this table that the relation с * i/3Bc • 2/3Mc 

corresponds at \«0.3+0.5 to the production of long-lived charmed hadrons 
with the following reduced cross sections R(h) * o(h)/o: 

R(D +) = R(D") » 0.16 • 0.20 
R(D°) « R(Ö°) » 0.53 * 0.57 (51) 
R(A +) » R(Ä" ) - 0.25 * 0.31 

с с 

We neglected in (51) the contributions of the decays of charmed hadrons 
containing strange quarks (like F,H,c and so on) into D and л , because 
the transitions with с-quark decay are significantly more probable than 
the transitions with я-quark decay due to larger phase space. Besides that, 
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we neglected the possible production of higher charmed resonances. The 
decays of such resonances are caused mainly by emission of pions and hence 

+ + о 
one accounts for these decays the values of R ( A ) and sum R(D +D ) remain 

* unchanged. However the relation between Э and D may be changed, which 
leads to the change in the relation between R(D ) and R(D°) due to large 
branching of D - D T decays. Nevertheless, the changements in R(D ) and 
R(D°) are expected to be not very large: if higher resonances are produced 
with 20-30% probability as it is in the case of noncharmed hadrons, than 
changes in R(D+) and R(D°) would be of the order of Ю-15%. 

mesons probabil i ty baryons oqq p r o b a b i l i t y baryons osq p r o b a b i l i - baryons probabi-

(q = u , d ) (q = u ,d ) t.y e ss l i t .y 

E + + N/10 5* 
с c l 

E* N/10 5 ° , 
с c l 

E° N/10 5 % 
с r.l 

л; N/.o =° 2 

E " + N/5 H # + 

с с 
E # + N/5 =*° 

с с 
E*° N/5 с 

Table 7. Decomposition of M ( f i r s t column) and В (second-
l 

fourth columns) into S-vave hadrons. n « . ; 
N = . 5 + з х г / | 0 . where \ i s the strange sea quark produc
t ion dumping factor, ( \=0.3 - 0 . 5 ) . 

Available data [98) on R(p+p) and R(A+Ä) energy dependence in e <• 

annihilation near the charmed baryon production threshold ( /s = t*.k - 6.5 fieV) 

are in qua l i ta t ive agreement with the quark s t a t i s t i c a l re la t ion for the sea-

quark - baryon trans i t ion . If one suggests following re f . (98 l that the 

probability for a charmed baryon to give a proton (as opposed to a neutron) 

as a f inal product i s 0 . 6 - 0 . 1 the growth of the R(B+B) in the energy 

interval mentioned above i s equal to R(B+B) - 0.92 * O.u . i f the growth 

of baryon mul t ip l i c i ty , which i s not related t o charm production, i s 

0 + п/Я 
D° n/8 
D " 3n/8 

D # u Эп/8 

F+ \n/8 

F" 3\n/8 

AN/10 it с X N/10 

\N/I0 с X 2N/5 

\N/I0 

\N/I0 

\N/5 

\N/5 
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estimated through the growth of R(B+B) at •8<4.4 GeV it proves to be rather 
small (of the order of 0.02-0.06).The value of R obtained in such a way is in 
a good agreement with quark statistical rule which predicts R(B +B-) =8/9. 
Л* -production ratio estimation performed in ref.[98], ц(л* + л-) » о 52*0.13 

с с " * 
agrees with (51) also. However on the basis of these data only it is 

1 — I — I 1 — I — l — i — i — г 

I .2 .3 A .5 ,6 .7 .8 .9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 A 9 

Fig. 2 7. Hadron spectra in e+e-a.jnihllation and the results of quark 
statistics fit. Experimental data fornix* and p production 
are taken from Raf (92], for K° production - from Kef.[94); 
preliminary data for p° production were presented in review 
articles [931. 
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impossible ot conclude definitely that the whole increase of baryon nultipHcity Js и»- to f-hn 
charm production because the experimental value for total baryon yield at 
/5=6.5 GeV is somewhat less (in the value of the order of 25%) than it 
is expected from the quark statistical rule with the account for u,d,s,c-
-quark production. That is why it is possible that the production of 
non-charmed baryons contributes noticeably into this growth of baryon yield. 
Therefore, to make a conclusion about the quantitative fulfilL-nent of eq.()6) 
we need the direct study of charmed meson and baryon production in the 
energy region /s = 7-4 GeV. 

20 

. . . , •"r~ -

15 1p 
i 

Ю - I Л • - < 
.15 _ 

• 

p /h-

.US 
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i 

i 

i 

.1 .2 .3 .4 
* b 

Fig. 28. Ratios p/h+ and p7h-( h*-n ++K +* p,h« u ' • K~ • p) in deep 
inelastic Й Р collisions Í961. All data are integrated over the 
region 0.4 < ъ < о.6, where z=Ph/'l>jet/ Curves are the model 
predictions with F h(z), determined from *>%' data (see fig.27) 
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6. Multiplicities of the secondary particles in hadron-hadron collisions 

Secondary hadrons formed in multiparticle production processes in 
hadron scattering are mainly of three types. As an example let's consider 
the collision process of two baryons. If a quark 4 k belonging to the Inital 
baryon В — к interacts with the target, the quarks 1; and 'i - play the role 
of a spectator. The hadrons which will contain these quarks-spectntors 
(H(q-,q-) in Fig. 2<>) form the relatively fast part of the spectrum of the 
secondaries; we will name them spectator hadrons. 

Among the new quarks which are formed as a result of the quark 
scattering there is a quark (q̂  on Fig. 29) with the definite quantum 
numbers of quark q k. Further we will call this quark (and the hadrons H(q') 
to which it will belomjf marked ones. Marked hadrons occupy 
the region of medium values of x » 2p /\/s in the spectrum of the 
secondary particles. 

Finally, the third group of particles is formed by those hadrons which 
contain only sea-quarks. These hadrons do not remember the quantum numbers 
of the incident particles; they form the region of small x values in che 
spectra. 

Hence in hadron collisions differently from the e%~ annihilation or 
the deep inelastic processes in the region of current fragmentation there 
are always quarks with definite quantum numbers as well as a sea of 
quarks and antiquarks. 

If the marked quark q£ ard the spectators 1}»1; on Fig. 29 are devided 
by a sufficiently large interval on the rapidity axis (i.e. if the quantum 
numbers of the incident quark transfer along the quark ladder freely 
enough) then one can consider the hadronization processes of the spectators 
and of the marked quark as independent ones. If, on the contrary, the 
transfer of quantum numbers along the ladder is suppressed and the marked 
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i H<<bV 

ft) b) 

Fig. 29. Baryon fragmentation processes 

quark q£ turns out to be one of the nearest neighbours of the quark-specta
tors on the rapidity axis, then the hadronizatlon processes of these quarks 
might be relevantly correlated. 

In general, the relations between the productions of secondary 
particles in the fragmentation process of the baryon B. can be described 
by 

B. -i j k * A * B i j k * Л B i j k • Ч*Ц • С 2 ( В ^ > • CjíMi+Mj) • 

* V B k + r '5 M k * •'*+••• 
f52) 

Here Д and Д are the probabilities of the coherent and Incoherent 
transitions B; i v - B--. and В-..«-в?- respectively (Pig. 2»b.J, when the 
marked quark q£ joins the spectators. (The contribution of the sea quarks 
is taken into account separately.) The coefficients in the right-hand side 
of (52) are connected by simple conditions which express the conservation 
of the total probability of the transition of each quark into hadrons: 
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ö + Л + т . • 

C 4 • '.5 • Л • Л* = ! (quark к) (53) 

and the conservation law of the baryon charge: 

Д • л* • c, • 2r 2 + r.4 = : 

Thus (52) can be rewritten in the form 

Bijk * A' Bijk * A*'BI.ik * (1-Л-Д*^с ;В. - • ^ ( B ^ B j ) • 

• ( I - ^ - C J M M J + M . ) • (l-c,-2c2)Bk • ic,*2c2)Mk » Й-М-
In the case when the hadronization of the quarks-spectators and the 

•»Deed quark goes on independently, the coefficients е., c-, and в 
in (54) can be calculated with the help of the relations ( )f>) , (37): 
C, * ^ , С 2 = -j"2 a n d ** ' J I 991-Analogously, in the region of the meson 
N-- fragmentation the production of fast particles is described by the 
relation 

п.-. • 6M.- • 6*MTT • (i-ft-л*)! n(B ;*B^ • + (i -ri ; ( M ; + M - . • tM ! /^c\ 

The independent hadronizat .on gives n = ^ , r = т [99]. 

In the general case, when the processes of joining the sea-quarks by 
spectators and by the marked quark are correlated, the values of the 
coefficients';,, C2,n,«,r are determined by the detailes of the dynamics of 
hadronization. Nevertheless, the general tendency of the changes in these 
parameters is the same in all considered models in comparison with the 
simplest case (99). Namely, if there are such correlations, then the 
contribution of secondary baryons antibaryon«) decreases in the region of 
the meson fragmentation (i.e. the value n) while In the region of baryon 
fragmentation (values ',and ,) it somewhat increases. 

i.et us consider in a more detailed way the multiplicities of secondary 
prirticles in the proton fraomentatiori region. Suppose, that the particles* of 
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the incident beam are totally polarized (this is not essential from the 
point of view of the final answer, but makes the calculations much simpler.) 
The wave function of the proton can be written in this case in the form 

•(,•) = v̂ ~< .,*.iV> - 4" { „'«.V» (56) 

It Is implied that the functions are symmetrized with respect to the SUU) 
Indices, e.g. 

{ u u d > = -: [ u ч d • u A u • il и и ) 

It can be seen immediately that for the quarks-spectators the probability 
of being in a <u •• ' state is 2/9 (interacting is the quark .1*), in < > u l 

1/9, in(u и >also l /4respectively. While the quark u is interacting, the 
spectators are in a state which is described as 

^r i 2 (.i*<i*í í tj * a * >) = . s.i' . 

The index О in the notation (iM) correrponds to the value zero of the 
op 

projection of the total quark spin. In the fragmentation processes of other 
baryons (e.g. л-hyperon) J-1 quarks-spectators also might be in a state with 
a zero total spin, however with a different unitaiy part of the wave function 
To underline the considered state, we add in the notation an index (here p) 
which shows the initial hadron. 

Thus we have 

Bjj « | B d . V ) • jBd.'ii*) * iBI.iV) • |в(|И) о р 

The decompositions of B(» >• ) and B(u \> ) into the real hadrons, if summa
rized over all polarizations, lead to equal results, and therefore we write 

l . f *, i , • t , i . 
= i ii ii I • r ( u ч ' i , l " ' 

For the sake of simplicity we introduce the notation во/-/ )=B(.;) ), . In the 

case of an incident proton the states a and M. are equal to 

Bj * |в(п) * .-,F"-l) in.: Mj = M̂i.. > • \ut t'• 
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respectively. As a result we can write 

p - A «p • A p * B p * ( , - Ä p _ A p H c 1 [ | B ( u d ) o p • ^B(uu) •|B(ud 1)l • 

'Г7Л 
• (l-C,)lyB(u) • yB(d)l + (2-c,)[§M(u) • yM(d)J) 

The expression (57) does not contain the parameter c ? since the states B. 
and B k, Mj and M^ consist of the sane hadrone. Expanding the right-hand 
side in terns of the real hadrons h (i.e. mesons h M ( D a n d baryons h„, .) 

and denoting Cj £ С , we obtain 

p - V p + Л hB(D <-Jj<D-*;»!;<p) * i , - v % ) U a u ( L ) ( l p h L ( u , 1 o p ) • 
L, n 

• X u u ) • i^(ud,)) • (i-c)o?(D(fpJ;(a) + yßi,f<»j 1} • ;53) 

• E b n ( L ) a i ( L ) ( 1 " V A I ) í 2 - c ) ( ! , , í : ( u ) * T , Í í d ) ) 
L t n 

Similarly to the case of the incident proton, the multiplicities of secondary 
hadrons in the fragmentation region of л and Г. hyperons can be written as 

Л * V * + U»> L > { "** ( L ) A > i ( M * ^ V O ^ U ) * (2П et (udoA> + 

• í f b n (Bt«»>**t«*>>i» • ( | - A A - A I > , E > ( D e i ( L ) , í 2 - c ) í i f í í n " í ( e ) * 

+ т ! ш г ) 4L<»> * •»!;<«»] : 5 o) 

>: * V е * \ \ h B ( L ) { a u ( L ) ' A X ( i : + ) * < , - V A í , I « e i j ( L , ( í { c , l Í í u , , ) + 

L , n 

.2(2-'u » t i«o r>• T 2 r W r ß ! i ( u 8 i , ) • ( , - < ) o ? ( L ) ( 3 & ? T ß i ; i u ) * (60) 
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In (59) and (60) it is taken into account, that the cross-section of the 

interaction of the stranqe quark with the target is less than of the non-

strange quark. Their ratio is t = ,(sq)/o. 'qq) -- 2/3 
inel inel 

The mnltiplicities of the secondary particles in the fragmentation 

region of the mesons can be expressed with the help of (55) in the form 

a* - 6n.a* • t ( l. M ( 1 )«JuL»iÄ*^(n*) • (l-6n-6*)(l-n)(^(u) • 
L,n 

• »£(5))] • hB(i) 0 li ( L , ( l _V** ) 4{eJ;(u) • eJf^H (61) 

L ,n 

(62) 

• **);(*)) 1 • h B ( L ) a ? ( L ) n ( ,"*K' AK ) ( Bh i , , ) * *!,<«>>* 

Going over to the central region, let us remind, that the relation (33) 

which fixes the proportions of sea mesons, baryons and antibaryons '':B:B = »-:.• : i 

corresponds to asymptotic energies and, consequently, to the absence of 

correlations between quark-antiquark pairs in the sea. At available at 

2 3 2 
present, energies s 10 -10 GeV the contribution of secondary sea baryons 

turns out to be much smaller i'99]. Independently „rom the total energy the 

existence of correlations in tie sea can lead to the decrease of the share 

of baryons in comparison to (33). Further we will assume 

M : 8 : В -- d : Í : i (67) 

and choose the parameter according to the experimental data. 

In the additive quark model the energy used to the formation of new 
particles is determined by the total energy of the colliding quarks. Since 
each quark of a proton carries about 1/3 of the total momentum, the square 
of the total energy of the colliding quarks ъ is in NN scattering about 
1/9, in r:N scattering about 1/6 of the total hadron energy square : . Takinq 
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N ': ̂ 1 In the form N< 

N N h U ; i 

" : i ' 

for the HH--scattering. and 

N „is! b 

.,.,•'•"• , «*e o b t a i n 

*1N 'W 

nN п.: fiN 

for the 'N-scattering, respectively, tlhat concerns the KN scattering one has 
to take into account that the strange quark carries away a larger part of the 
hadron momentum, and at the same time the cross-section of its interaction is 
somewhat less. Consequently , we can write 

?W*> гй '•" v<-.-4r.; * rv, '- y,-^w, >"• Jr ( 6 6 ) 

where и = » /«s 2/1 is the ratio of masses for the non-strange and 
strange quarks. For hyperon beams we have analogously: 

:67) 

In paper! *»ч | the analysis of average multiplicities of secondary hadrons 
in " p, K*P nnd pp collisions was presented. The experimental data 
were compared with the multiplicities calculated due to (Sft),(6i ) and (*>:•) 
taking into account mesons belonging to the L=0,1 Sll(6) multiplets and 
baryons of the lowest 56-plet. The results of this comparison lead to the 
conclusion that the predictions of quark statistics for the secondary mesons 
are in good agreement with experiment. At the same time there are discre
pancies for the case of secondary baryons. First, the increase of the 
multiplicities with the growth of the total energy turns out to be much 
slower for all secondary baryons than predicted in !*>9| on the basis of the 
i • f> value: the experimental data correspond to . 1 = 9 1 0 . Second, the 
multiplicities of the secondary baryons in the fragmentation reqion of the •> 
and К mesons are also smaller than predicted in 19! taking • = \f\. Still, 
calculated ratios of production probabilities for different baryons are in 
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a quite good agreement with the experimental data. 

Formulae ( 58) ( 61 ) ( 62 )and(64 )-(66> allow to obtain the average multi
plicities of secondary hadrons in pp , "~p and К p collisions taking into 
account the production of both mesons and baryons belonging to the L=0 and 
L=l multiplets. In the following we give an explanation to the choice of 
parameters which enter these formulae. 

To be in accordance with the experimental situation, we take d = 10. 
For the parameters aj(o), a (о) which define the contributions of the S-
and P-wave meson states respectively, the same values are chosen as in I 99) 
on the basis of the ratios r/r0or K**( 1430) /кТя90) .unfortunately, for the time 
being there is no sufficient experimental information on the production of 
baryons belonging to the 70-plet, which would allow to estimate the 

R R R 
parameters a.., a. and n . we make use therefore of the following 
simple considerations. Suppose, for instance, that in the central region 
only mesons belonging to the L=0 and L=l multiplets are produced. The 
relative probabilities aM(0) and <M( l ) = :-(>M(0) for the formation of 
these multiplets characterize in this case the probabilities to find in 
the sea quark-antiquark pairs with orbital momenta L=0 and L=l respectively 
(see Fig. 30a ) . In other words, they characterize the features of the 
quark-antiquarks cloud itself. Neglecting the correlations between quarks 
and antiquarks in this cloud, it is easy to come to the conlusion, that the 
probabilities to find quark or antiquark pairs in states with L=0 and L=l 
are again «' (") and i . If so, the relative probability " ' 0 ) for a 
system of three quarks to be in the basic, lowest L=0 state is proportional 
to <«"(и))2 ( see Fin. 30.b) , while the probability <iB( I , to find 
1ПП in the first oxcited state L=l will be proportional to 2nM(0)•-<"(I) 
(Fig. 30c) . Hence, if a"(o) = .»"(()) = 0,7(then, obviously, .'D(0):.iB( I)-()/.:(),4 
If we neglect the production of all higher excited baryon states, we get 
uR(0) - 0,55. 

Analogous considerations-, hold for the coef ficients n. < I .' , "; ") 
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D 

and u..(L) / i.e. for the case when the incident quark is joined by one or 
two quarks (antiquarks) of the sea. The relations between the production 
probabilities of different multiplets characterize here the states of these 

В В 
sea quarks; we obtain '-«j*0) ~ °'55> ч—(0) = 0,7 

The value of the parameter л which corresponds to the suppression in 
the production of strange hadrons is chosen from the comparison of trie 
secondary n and К mesons; we take ^=0.2both for the central and the fragmen
tation region. 

To be in the position to calculate the absolute values for the average 
multiplicities of the secondary hadrons it is necessary to determine the 
function N(B ) - the total multiplicity of the sea hadrons. We assume 
N{ r, ) * bin - ^ and choose the parameters >. and s in order to obtain 

•A4 S 0 *~ О 

'- n,h >pp = '> 8 4 l n :' '^ (68) 

for the average multiplicity of the charged particles in pp-collisions 
/where s is the square of the total pp energy in the cm.system/. 

Presuming that the main contribution of the coherent transitions 
8 ijk "* Bijk a n d Mif ' Mi] (parameters Л and л (54), (55)) to the 
cross-sections is given by the diffraction dissociation processes, we take 
Л * 6 = 0,1 . For the incoherent transitions В — к -* В — к and M^-. • M j ; 

the value A »6 = 0,2 ii chosen in order to get the beet fit to experiment. 

To calculate the average multiplicities of the secondary particles one 
has to take into account the decays of all resonances the production of 
which is predicted in the model. The matn df ,эуз of the resonances belonging 
to the lowest (L=0) meson and baryon multiplets are quite well invest Iqat.fü-l, 
and we can here use the usual values for the partial decay probabilities 
in different channels. What concerns the L*.l multiplets the situation í .•-
much less definite. We take the values given in fH? \ for the branching 
ratios of the meson Г,- 1 multiplet, and valuer; cited in ion; for f hose 
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of the baryon 70-plet. 

Figs. 31, 32, 33 show the data on average multiplicities of the 
secondary hadrons in pp, n >-, and 'K :> collisions respectively - Curves 
on these Figs, repretv:nt the calculated values of these multiplicities which 
are derived from formulae (58),(61),(62) and (64),(в5),(66) with the Indicated 
parameters. 

Let us consider the obtained results in details. He begin with the 
data on pp-scattering (Fig.31) which is best known in the literature. 
Remember, that (58) does not contain the parameter c~; besides, the 
multiplicity of secondary hadrons is not very sensitive to the changes of 
the parameter с in (58), since the contributions of B.. and П. are rather 
similar. We take here í = f w n a t corresponds to the Independent fragmen
tations of the quarks-spectators and the marked quark. 

The solid lines in Fig. 31. represent the average multiplicities with 
I<~1 secondaries taken into account, while the dotted lines - those with 

В H R 
only IX) baryons (i.e. at а , И ° ) = *J>1-(0)=a (0)*l.) As it is seen, the 
contribution of the 70-plet increases the multiplicities of the secondary 
n~ - mesons (in-average each resonance decay gives a plus pion'. Since the 
total multiplicity is fixed by the normalization (68), the appearance of 
supplmenentary pions from decays of the 70-plet leads to a slight decrease 
in the calculated multiplicities for the otner mesons. 

The multiplicities of n and n" mesons determine in fact the n,h-
value. Therefore the agreement between experiment and prediction for these 
particles can be understood as a confirmation of the proper normalization 
(68) . The mulciplicity of the К meaons is used for the ch.iice of the 

M M 

parameter *, with tha help of the rri multiplicity we choose n (0) and n.(o). 
All the other meson multiplicities are calculated without the introduction 

* 
The data are taken from papers the list of which is given in ;'J9|. 
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of new parameters. The good agreement of the experimental data and the 
predictions in Fig. 31 is a success for the rules of quark statistics. 

Not bad is the agreement between theory and experiment for the vector 
mesons p 0,* and к (890). Still, for -rp° • the predictions lie in many 
cases systematically higher, than the experimental data. A reason for this 
can be, that we neglect the constribution of the meson multiplet with 
L=2 which is in fact produced with the probability of 5-10%. Estimating 
this contribution we see that its presence decreases the ratio р°/ж° 
by the same 5-lOt. Besides, one has to remember, that there are several 
difficulties in the determination of the o° production cross-section because 
of the background in the < «~ mass spectrum. Taking into account the 
reflection of w-meson in the e° background one usually comes to an increase 
of the value for the p" multiplicity rJ0l T !02]. 

The data on the production of charged kaons are somewhat different from 
the predicted values. However, these data differ from those on neutral kaon 
production to the same extent, so there might be some systematical errors in 
the determination of the к multiplicities. Further, considering the 
inclusive spectra it will be seen, that the situation is similar in the case 
of the distributions of K* and к? in x . 

Turning our attention to the baryon production in PP -scattering we 
note, that the data on p lead to the choice <t=io in (63). Taking this 
value we can describe the multiplicities of all the remaining baryons and 
antibaryons satisfactorily. Taking into consideration the baryons of the 
70-plet turns out to be essential for the description of the production of 
г. (ПЗЬ) and r.*(il85». Indeed, without the 70-plet the predicted value for 
the •• multiplicity is larger, than the experimental value. The prediction 
for the multiplicity of т.° i s also somewhat larger than the experimental 
value, while f.n is described quite well. Taking into account the 70-plet 
influences only slightly the multiplicities f, л and ' . The effect of the 
70-plet will be more noticeable in the case of the inclusive spectra. 
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As it was already mentioned before, the investigation f 991 of the 
multiplicities of secondary baryons in n-p (Fig.32) and K*p <Fig.33) 
collisions led to the conclusion that the production probabilities of 
baryons and antibaryons are suppressed in the meson fragmentation region. 
This can be explained by the possible existence of correlations between the 
quark-spectator and the marked quark in the fragmentation process: the 
parameter n in (55) turns out to be less than 1/3. It is not possible to 
define n from the data on the baryon multiplicities. The value n = 0,07 is 
taken from the description of the inclusive spectra (see the following 
paragraph). The multiplicities of all the secondary particles in n p and 
К p scattering processes can then be determined without the introduction 
of any new parameters; the predictions are sufficiently well fulfilled by 
the experimental data. 

Note here, that the value of the parameter s in (64)-(66)obtained from 
the condition (68) is rather large: s _ is GeV. This means, that the 
predictions of the model can be compared with experiment only at sufficiently 

•> high energies for which M(s) - 0 , i.e. at s г 150 GeV~ in baryon-nucleon 
2 scatterings and at s ^ ion GeV in meson-nucleon scatterings. In this sense 

most of the data in К р collisions are obtained at energies not high enough 
( P l a b * 32 GeV/c). However, the extrapolation of the calculated curves into 
the observed region leads to a reasonable agreement with experiment. 

The comparison of the predictions of the quark combinatorial calculus 
for the multiplicities of secondary particles in hadron-hadron collisions 
with the experimental data in the pp,np and Kp interactions permit us to 
come to the conclusion, that this calculus gives a good description for the 
main relations between the produced particles. The experimental data support 
the assumption due to which secondary particles are produced in SU(6 -
multiplets. For mesons the main contribution is given by the lowest roulti-
plets with L=0 (6O-70*: and L-l '20-30%); the presence of t*e D-wave states 
'L=2i can possibly be about 5-10*. Simple considerations suggest, that tie 
P-wave baryon states might give a rather large contribution: JO-45* of all 
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secondary baryons. A direct experimental confirmation would be here very 
interesting. The indirect estimate which we get comparing the production 
of baryons belonging the lowest octet and of resonances belonging to the 
decuplet (л and E (1385)) shows that such a share of the 70-plet is 
quite realistic. 

6. Inclusive spectra of secondary particles in hadron-hadron collisions 

To be able to describe the inclusive spectra of hadrons it is 
necessary to find the distribution functions in x (the fraction of the 

2pL longitudinal momentum x= ^-)for all types of secondary particles(frag-

mentational ones, marked and sea-particles respectively). These functions 
can be defined in the additive quark model making use of the information 
obtained from the investigation of hard processes. It was told before, 
that secondary particles in the fragmentation region are formed by one or 
two quarks-spectators of the incident hadron which join a quark (or anti-
quark) of the sea. The fraction of the longitudinal momentum carried by 
the sea-quark is usually not more than a few hundredths. The x-distribution 
of the secondary fragmentational hadron can be therefore considered to be 
the same as the x-distribution of one or two quarks-spectators in the 
initial hadron 

i 
°* ~Á - w h ( x ) (14.2) (69) 

The probability to find in a hadron h one quark with the momentum fraction 
x (Wh (x) ) or two quarks with the global momentum fraction x (« h (x) ) 
is defined by the hadron wave function /see Appendix/. 

The hadronization of the marked quark is rather similar to that of the 
incident quark in a hard process. Indeed/ in both cases there is one 
dressed quark with definite quantum numbers and a sea of constituent quarks 
and antiquarks. We assume, that the distribution functions of the hadrons in 
the jet momentum fraction coincide in these processes. The total energy of 
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the new particles formed In hadron-hadron scattering Is determined by the 
part of the momentum which Is carried away by the colliding quarks, i.e. 
by the function **h(x) • Hence, the distribution function of marked hadrons 
in the momentum fraction of the initial hadron can be written as 

!.!!•- x tX<*)F(f) - *«> (70) 
О uX 

M В where F(z) - F (z) = F(z) is the distribution function of the fragmen-
tational hadrons in a hard process (47,48) . This function was obtained from 
the investigation of particle spectra in the e e annihilation process. 

In the same way the distribution function for sea hadrons can be found 

i * i r - '?"п<»>»Ф - '...<«> ( 7 , ) 

here *(z) is the distribution function of sea-hadrons in a hard process. He 
have to remember, that the function *(z) defined in (47)cannot describe the 
particle spectra at small x (x <, 0,2). instead of using (47) we choose here 
• (z) in order to get the best fit for the spectra of particles which are 
formed from sea quarks only (e.g rp-i>x) . Hence, the inclusive spectrum of 
the secondary hadron h

2 in a reaction initiated by the hadron h, , is given 
by the sum 

where a f iand a^ are the coefficients ц or ß of the corresponding hadron 
in the decompositions (54) or (55) into real hadrons, a c is the 
coefficient » (or ß ) in the decomposition of the states ам , в or в 
respectively. The requirement of conservation of the total probability in 
the quark-hadron transitions gives the obvious conditions 

/'wj(x) fi , , ;fh ( x ) |x . , ( 7 3 ) 

О о 

The normalization of the distribution of sea hadrons can be determined from 
an arbitrary inclusive spectrum at the value x near о. Describing the 
inclusive spectra in hadron scattering we take into account the production 
of mesons belonging to the L=0 and L-l multiplets, and of baryone of the 
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lowest multiplet L~G. All the parameters are taken with the sine values 
as for the average multiplicities: a (0)=a*(0)= 0,7 etc. Note here, that 
differently from the average multiplicities, the baryon inclusive spectra 
are sensitive to the choice of CJ.CJ (54) in tie biryon frarrnentation region, 
since the contributions of the Bij» B; and Bfc correspond to different * 
values. In order to obtain the best agreement with experiment we take 
t^l/2 , c 2 - 17 ** i.e. values in accordance with those derived from (36),(37) 
assuming the independent fragmentations of the quarks-spectators and the 
marked quark respectively. 

In the following we will compare in details the results of our 
calculations with the experimental data. Doing so, we have to remark, that 
the exponential one-parametrical form of the wave function of the n- and 
K-mesons (in A.l) describes the characteristic width for the distribution 
W h(x) properly, but leads to a too rapid decrease of the form-factors at 
2 -2 4 » R h , and, consequently, to a rather fast decrease of the function 

W h(x) in (69) at large x values. This means, that the derived spectra of 

secondary particles will fall too rapidly at x ;: 0,5. 

Further, note here, that the data on the proton structure function in 
the deep inelastiv lepton-nucleon scattering show different distributions 
of the valence quarks-partons u (x) and d (x ) : in average the u-quarks-
partons carry a larger momentum fraction. It is natural to assume, that 
such an asymmetry will exist in the dietributions of dressed i and d quarks 
too. At the same time the simple form of the proton wave function in (A.7) 
is symmetrical in all the three quarks. This leads to a ratio 2 for the 
production of direct fragmentational n + and n" mesons. Taking into 
account the resonance decays this ratio becomes even less, while in experiment 
its value is larger in the region x г 0,3. This fact seems to require the 
introduction of the asymmetrical distributions of u and d-quarks. 

Finally we remark, that for us an agreement between prediction and 
experiment within the accuracy of 20% will be a good one. 
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Consider first the case of the proton beam I.e. reactions of the type 
pp - hX. Frr these processes there are many data (obtained both in electronic 
and bubble-chamber [lOl-lli] experiments). We can therefore restrict ourselves 
to experimental data at incident energies higher than loo GeV. 

The spectra ot n-mesons in pp-scattering Í103,104 | are presented in 
Fig. 34 a,b. For p - n~ (p - n ) the predicted spectra are quite satisfactory, 
while for p-n (p-n ) the rise of the curves is much steeper than necessary. 
This discrepancy can be explained either by the non-symmetrical nature cf u 
and d-quark distribution which is not taken into account or by the fact that 
the production of heavy nucleon resonances (like N(1400), N(1690) etc.) is 
not considered. The decays of the latter resonances lead to pions which might 

give a serious contribution to the spectrum in the regiof < .-. 0,3. What 
concerns the kaon spectra [103, 105, I06| which are shown in Fig. 34 c,d. one 
can notice immediately, that the data on charged к-mesons (obtained in elec
tronic experiments) and those on Kc production (from bubble chamber experi
ments) are contradictory. The predicted spectrum is in good agreement with 
the K° data (Fig.34c). For the charged kaons the calculated curve lies much 
lower than the experimental values. As it will be seen later, there is the 
same situation for the production of charged and neutral K-mesons in pion 
beams. 

Regarding the p - к" reactions one can hope, that taking into account 
the heavy baryons of the SU(6) 70-plet which have decays of the N* * К л 
type we will have a supplementary contribution to the spectra. The data on 
P° and f production at 4O0 GeV/c are presented in Fig. 34e. /The quantity 
d</dx which is used here is highly uncomfortable at small x values/. 

Coming to the baryon spectra, we see a good agreement between predic
tion and experiment for the pp •* pX reactions. /Data from electronic i103] 
and bubble chamber [l08] experiments are presented in Fig. 34f and 34g 
respectively/. The spectrum of the д** isobar ([1091, I 110].Fig.34g) is 
described not so well; the introduction of an asymmetrical proton wave 
function seems to be here especially necessary. Finally, the theoretical 
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spectrum of A-hyperons is in agreement with the experimental data. Antipro-
ton production is possible in a proton b e — only due to sea quarks. Here 
the comparison with experiment (i ЮЭ|. Pig.34h) allows to judge about the 
chosen •(x) function (71). 

The spectra of secondaries in up collisions ar» presented in Fig. 35. 

In the reactions n*p - n- and n*p* n* the inclusive spectra are 
described quite well upto x - 0,5 (Fig. 35 a,b; ;I03], [1121). For larger x 

values the decrease of the calculated curves Is sore rapid than 
necessary. Fig. 35 c.d show the data on K° [106, 113, 114] and K* f1031 meson 
production, respectively. Similarly to the case of the proton beam the data 
obtained from bubble chamber experiments decrease with the Increase of » 
faster /while data from electronic experiments decrease slower/ than the 
calculated curves. Finally, in Fig. 35e data on n' - ?* [103] fragmentation 
are presented. They show that the production of secondary 1 yons is 
suppressed in meson beam» /this fact is expressed b> the parameter n = O.o; 
(55)/. 

In bubble chamber experiments the fast secondaries are practically 
indistinguishable and they are usually considered as pions. For the averaoe 
Multiplicities this is valid with 10% accuracy. Because of the large contri
bution of the resonances decays, however, the pion spectra show a faster 
decrease at x 2 0,3 than the spectra of kaons and protons, and the above 
mentioned assumption becomes in this region not so justified, As an illus
tration we present in Fig. 35 the experimental sepctra n~p - h* at 40 GeV/c 
[115] together with the calculated values for n'p - r>* (dotted curves) and 
n~p - (n* К+р)* («olid curves). 

In Fig. J6 a comparison between experiment and prediction for Kp 
scattering is given. 

The spectra of secondary «* mesons • Ю ) , I I ft | are shown in Fiq. 36 .i,b. 
In the same way as for a pion beam, these spectra arc described quite well 
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in the region x < 0,4. At larger x values the decrease of the calculated 
curve is faster than that of the experimental one; this might be connected 
with the wrong parametrization of the kaon wave function. Considering the 
reactions К р ^ К , К p - K , K p -» К the agreement uetween prediction and 
experiment is satisfactory upto x - 0,5 - 0,6 ([103, 106, 116, N7]; Fig. 
36 c,d). 

A detailed investigation of resonance production is carried out in K" 
beams at 32 GeV. Apparently such an energy is not high enough. Indeed, from 
the data on average multiplicities it was seen, that here the contribution 
of the sea particles is practically absent. At the same time, calculating the 
spectra one assumes, due to formulae (7 1), (72), the existence of such a 
contribution. We, nevertheless, present the comparison of theory and expe
riment. Taking into account the mentioned circumstances, the spectra К ' (890) 
and К '"(1420) in К p reactions [118] are described quite well. The spectra 
of p°,f and Ф mesons[119,1 20] are also in agreement with the theoretical curves 
curves in both the kaon and proton fragmentation regions. 

The fragmentation processes К p - л and K~p - л (like the reaction 
n p - p-, considered formerly) are rather sensitive to the parameter п(55). 
As it is seen from the comparison of the predictions with the data [121-123], 
the value n = 0,07 is a reasonable choice. In the region of small x the 
experimental values are larger than the calculated ones /the same happens in 
the K*p - л [121] spectrum/; the reason night be, that at energies not high 
enough a part of the л-hyperons from the proton fragmentation region appears 
in the region x > 0. 
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7. Relations of inclusive spectra on nuclear and nucleon targets, as 
functions of x. 

It was disoussed in Part I. 6., that in the case of a nuclear target 
the average number of the quarks-spectators decreases with the increase of A. 
If so, there must be a decrease in the multiplicity of secondary particles in 
the fragmentation region also. The ratios of secondary hadron productions were 
calculated at x - 1/2 for a pion beam and at x ~ 1/3 and x - 2/3 for a proton 
beam. It was assumed,- that the production of secondaries is determined by the 
probabilities of going through the nucleus for one or two quarks respectively. 
Having derived the inclusive spectra in hadron-hadron scattering, we can 
obtain the spectra in the case of nuclear targets also. /This is true for the 
region x 2 0,1. At smaller x pure nuclear effects like decays inside the 
nucleus due to the decrease of the time which is neccessary for particle 
formation, or the difference between quark-nuclear or quark-nucleon interac
tions in the central region might become essential./ 

As it was told already, in the case of a pion beam the absorption of 
one or two quarks is possible /Fig. 10 d,e/. In the first case the spectrum 
of the secondary particles has to be the same as on a nucleon target. In the 
second case there will be no spectator hadron, while the multiplicity of 
marked and sea hadrons will be multiplied by two /assuming, that the initial 
quarks form hadrons independently/. If so, we have 

_x do(nA - h) m ,«n ( A ) h I.. 
prod dx * v r A , * f . "V*' 
°nA ' 

(74) 
• ( v > ) + 2«;<AH.; £. .<«) • . ; e e c a ( x ) ] > 

All quantities in this expression are known, and therefore the ratio of 
secondaries on nuclei and on nucleus can be calculated without the introduc
tion of any new parameters. The results of the calculations are presented 
in Fig. 37 a,b together with the experimental data [67] on п Л - п х and 
n A * n"x reactions at 100 GeV/c. The value of (do ./<ix)/(d<r ../dx) in the 
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region x • I (i.e. for the и • n transition) is derived according to thr 
description of the diffraction dissociation on uuclei (Part I. ft.: SOR 
Fig. 20). As it is demonstrated in Fig. 37 a,b, the agreement between the 
calculated curve and the experimental data is quite good for the whole x 
region. Because of the larger relative contribution of the sea the decroas«; 
of the process n p - n is slower with the increase of x than that of thp 
process n p ' n . In the region x 1/2 the A-dependence of both reactions 
is like v"(A). 

In the case of a proton beam processes with the absorption of one, two 
or all three quarks are possible: 

JS-. Ü!i£lÜ . L { VP(A) a»' w'(x) • (V?U) • 2VP(A)1 ej w'( x ) • 
о , clx prod l t , p I 2 I • p prod о . 2 » I • pA 

• IV^'U) + 2VP(A) • 3vij(A)](aV(x) + e!!pafjea(x))} 

For the reaction pA • px the comparison of the calculated from (75) ratio and 
the experiment f>7l demonstrates the success of the model /Fig.37c/. The 
region x - l is again determined by the diffraction dissociation. A good 
agreement between prediction and experiment is seen for the production of 
л-hyperons in pA collision at 300 GeV/c (i 12*1, Fig.37d). In accordance 
with the prediction in Í28), the derived ratios almost do not depend on x 
in the region x ~ 2/3. 
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Appendix. Calculation of the distribution functions in x for the constituent 
quarks. 

The calculations will be carried out in the Infinite momentum frame 
where it is assumed that the particles are on the mass shell but their energy 
is not conserved. 

Consider first a meson (n or K) which consists of two constituent 
quarks. He take the following simple form for the meson wave function: 

-a.. • s 
M e *•• = - м СЛ.1) 

where s = (k + k~) is the square of the sum of the four-dimensional quark 
momenta, С is a normalization constant. If the hieson moves along the z 
axis with the momentum p = к •• k, (p » m), we have 

8 « ( k , 0 + k 2 0 ) 2 - ( k , z - к 2 г ) 2 - ( k I J L • k ^ ) 2 Z 

2 . 2 2 ^ . 2 
m l • l 2 1 

IE 2 z 

where k., • -k,. = k. ; m, and m are the masses of the constituent quarks. 

Introducing the Feynnan variable x * к | г/р, 1-х * K
s
z / P ' w e c a n write 

the meson wave function in the form 

,„ . c.-«^ .с^Д (A.2) 
The x distribution of the quark of the mass m t turns out to be 

2 
W M ( x l ) B " V * ^ l " C ' x ^ l - X j J e ^ M - ! x,( 1-х, ) (A,3) 

where p - m 2 /m ) ; for the K-meson p » "i s /% ~ 1,5, for the pion & • l. 
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Tin4 ••: d i.st i ibut ion of the quark of the mass m. i s 

2 x 2 * { l - x 2 ) U 2 

W i ( : < 2 ) -" t>" 2 n-x 2 )»""M"í "T 2 Trrí~)~" ÍA.4) 

The value ч can be found from the comparison of the ex|<;rimr4>t al vnlnr.- of the 

meson forra-factor and the va lue d e r i v e d us ing the above wave f u n c t i o n . Л more 

s imple way i s t o tako the n o n - r e a l t i v i s t i c l i m i t , which g i v e s 

•„ = " 4 • '••» (Л.5) 

The constant С is defined by the normalization conditions 

/ v*> 4 = * 'A-6) 

Analogously, in the case of a proton consisting of three quarks with 
equal masses m. = m- - m- = m, we get 

2 7 2 7 2 2 
m -Mif, m +k~, m +(Xf, +k,, ) 

,p . C e-«p (-77* + -77- ' ,-x,VL > <A.7) 
The quark distribution function in x is 

Vх.> = "V 77 d k U d k21 * 

aCx,(.-x,) 5 / 2
R- 2V 2 1*(|1,,) »•*> 

/The integral over x 2 is taken by the method of the steepest descent/. 
The distribution function of two quarks-spectators in the value x*x 2+x 3 can 
be written as 

wjix-u. + x.) - w'(l-*-.) - x 5 / 2(l-x)e" 2 ap m x(l-x) (Д.9) p l J p i 

In the non-relativlstic limit we have 

, P* W* ÍA.B 
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Conclusion 

There is a large field of different phenomena in the physics of 
hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus scatterings and of the multlhadron produc
tion processes justifying the description of hadron structure given by the 
additice quark model. Due to this model hadrons are objects consisting of 
two or three spatially separated clusters of the hadron matter the sises 
of Hhich are essentially smaller than the hadron sises i.e. of two or 
three dressed /or constituent/ quarks. The' additivity of the model is that 
property which made it possible to change from the formal group-theoretical 
"notion of quark to the constituent quark model. The first impressive success 
of this model was the calculation of static hadron features like the 
magnetic momenta of baryons and vector mesons etc. A further progress in the 
development of the hadron picture was connected with the application of 
the impulse approximation to high energy hadron collisions. The famous 
relation between, total (and total elastic) cross-sections for hadron 
scattering were derived as well as the characteristic behaviour of the 
differential elastic cross section at large momentum transfers. 

The quasi-nuclear structure of the hadrons can be seen especially well 
in the elastic and inelastic processes of hadron-nucleus interactions. The 
specific A-dependence of secondaries produced in multipartlcle production 
processes on nuclei gives a possibility to observe almost directly the 
contributions of processes in which different numbers of continuant quarks 
are breaking up. This we consider as a proof of the existence of smaller 
objects inside the hadron. 

The predictions of the quark model in its simplest, "naive" form give a 
surprisingly good agreement with all the data, until our aim is to describe 
the experimental situation with the accuracy of 20-251. However we have to 
face some difficulties, as soon as we try to achieve a higher level of 
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accuracy. This is true for both the static features (the magnetic momenta 
of :: and - , the spectroscopy of Matter resonances) and the interactions 
of the hadrons (the problems of scattering in IN an NN scatterings). In 
some cases one succeeds to improve the agreement taking into account sow 
"obvious" corrections. This concerns first of all the relativistic effects 
which in system like pseudoscalar mesons have to be sufficiently significant -
The contributions of four- and six-quark states are probably also noticeable. 
Their share in mesons and baryons can be estimated qualitatively from the 
values of the coupling constants of the type pltfi or f. NR and turns out to 
be about 10-15%. On the other hand, the investigations of the inclusive 
spectra show that if there exist such states they must heve rather specific 
distributions in the relative momenta. Indeed, the contribution of antiquarks 
with x - 0,2 (this is the average of the momentum fraction of one particle 
in a compound system of five particles) in the proton (estimated from the 
antiproton spectra in pp collisions) has to be much less than 10%. The same 
follows from data on antiquark-parton distribution in the proton obtained 
in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering. 

The question of the possible contribution of states like dressed 
massive gluons in hadrons is also of interest. 

Different corrections to the naive quark model can be chosen on a semi |Лаактшю1ид1са1 
level. Still, even very succesful ones from the point of view of the good 
description of experiment cannot give real satisfaction, if on« tries to 
construct • realistic theory for strong interactions at large distances. 
A serious step forward might be the description in the framework of one 
approach of both high and low energy quark-quark Interactions. A basis for 
such an approach could be, for instance, the effective potential for quark-
quark Interaction which was suggested in (47] to describe hadron mass 
spectra. A generalization of such a potential taking into account the 
requirements of unitarity, analiticlty and crossing-symmetry would give a 
tool to handle quark interactions in different channels simultaneously 
for all physical regions of energies and momentum transfers. Difficultes 
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in this approach are connected with singularities in the hadron reaction 
amplitudes which correspond to "alsóst real" quarks. One can get round these 
probleas introducing spectral representations in quark masses for the hadron 
hadron interaction amplitudes [125]. Doing so realistic quark-quark 
amplitudes can be obtained in all channels of the two-body interactions 
simultaneonly [126]. 

There is a hope that the investigation of multihadron production 
processes allows to соя* close to one of the most important questions of 
hadron physios - the question of confinement (or hadronisation) of quarks. 
Xn the additive quark model the hypothesis of "soft" hadroniiatlon which 
corresponds to the formation of Imdrens by quarks with small relative »omenta 
sssms to be natural. 

The success of the rules of quark statistics in the description of 
average multiplicities and inclusive spectra makes one ask, whether these 
rules follow from some fundamental features of the dynamics of quarks 
interactions or if they are just a successfully guessed phenomenological 
approach to the complicated real picture. Ne think that there are arguments 
in favour of the first answer to this question. 

Indeed,- the hypothesis of the soft hadronisation in the additive 
quark model means that in a multiparticle production process the "final" 
distribution of constituent quarks in the jet sets In in the very last nomsnt 
only, when the relative quark energies become small (of the order of 
hadron masses or the characteristic transverse momenta in the jet). 
Besides, the quark interaction is SU(6) symmetrical, i.e. the Interaction 
forces do not depend on the spins and lsospins of the quarks. In such a 
quark jet (if it is far enough from the boundary of the phase space) 
all states of the quarks and the antiquarks can appear with the same 
probability. Assuming for instance that qq states in the jet are 
formed mainly with zero spin projection (i.e the relative contribution of 
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pseudoscalar mesons is higher that that of vector mesons) would mean that 
the forces of quark interaction depend seriously on the spin, i.e. the 
SU(6) symmetry is broken? The same can be told about the situation when 
qq pairs are formed mainly in a definite isospin state (what would 
correspond to the difference in the production probabilities of for 
instance p° and ш mesons). The hypothesis of the totality in the transi
tions of all possible quark states into hadrons leads immediately to the 
rules of quark statistics. The very good agreement of these rules with 
experiment in the case of mesons can be probably be explained by the 
fact, that they are independent of the detailee of the dynamics in quark 
interactions at large distances. 

The situation with the relations between baryons and mesons is 
somewhat more complicated. In the fragmentation region in hard processes 
(especially in procssses initiated by heavy quarks) the condition BtM=l:2 
is fulfilled quite well. In the central region, however, in both the soft 
and hard processes there are some deviations from the simple statistical 
relations. Even more confused is the situation in the fragmentation 
region of hadronic processes. Here in the fragmentation region of the 
barуon beam the measured particle productions give relations close to the 
predicted ones assuming the independent hadronization of all quarks of the 
incident baryon. At the same time in the frechnentation region of the 
meson beam the hadronization processes of the quark-spectator and the 
marked quark turn out to be strongly correlated what leads to the 
suppression of the baryon production. 

In general, we have to note here, that the investigation of the 
inclusive spectra of secondary hadrons in the framework of quark statistics 
gives only a feeling of those question the consideration of which might 
give an essentially new information about dynamics. For instance the 

We neglect here the SU(6) breaking by the suppression of the strange 
quarks since this has nothing to do with the considered question. 
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investigation of the correlations between quarks and antiquarks with conjuga 
conjugate quantum numbers in the central region of both hard and soft 
processes allows to find the relation of the number of mesons and baryons 
in this region. It is obvious therefore, that the phenomenological' description 
of the multlparticle production processes is far from being finished. In 
the future one would like to have a realistic space-time model of the soft 
hadroniiation process. Attempts which are made in this direction [127 , 128] 
are not quite satisfactory. In particular, it is not clear how the 
suggested hadronisation scheme corresponds to the space-time picture in 
which the time of the formation of hadrons depends on their momenta. The 
solution of the mentioned problems would improve the additive quark model 
turning it into an excellent link between the phenomenology of strong 
interactions and quantum chromodynamics. 
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